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Based upon consultations with the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality
("DEQ"), Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Dominion Energy Virginia" or
the "Company") has developed this DEQ Supplement to facilitate review and
analysis of the proposed Rebuild Project by DEQ and other relevant agencies.

1. Project Description

In order to maintain the structural integrity and reliability of its transmission
system in compliance with mandatory North American Electric Reliability
Corporation ("NERC") Reliability Standards, the Company proposes:
(i) to rebuild, entirely within an existing right-of-way, 500 kV Line #550 (Mt.
Storm-Valley) which is approximately 64.5 miles long, of which approximately
30.9 miles are located in the Commonwealth of Virginia with the remaining
portion of the line located in West Virginia. 1 The transmission line runs from
the Company's existing Valley Substation in Augusta County, Virginia to the
Company's existing Mt. Storm Substation in Grant County, West Virginia; and,
(ii) to complete minor equipment replacement at Valley Substation and
equipment replacement and expansion at Mt. Storm Substation.
(Collectively, the "Rebuild Project"). 2
2. Environmental Analysis
A. Air Quality

The Company solicited DEQ for comments about the proposed Rebuild Project
in May 2018. The Company received comments from DEQ on May 15, 2018,
and, per request, sent an electronic version of the letter and mapping to DEQ.
See Attachment 2.A.1.

1

With this Application, the Company is seeking a certificate of public convenience and necessity only for the
portion of the line within Virginia. The Company will petition the Public Service Commission of West
Virginia for approval of an in-kind replacement, or rebuild, for the portion of the line within West Virginia,
pursuant to the provisions of W. VA CODE § 24-2-11 a(a) and W. VA CODE § 24-2-11 a(t).
2
On December 3, 2018, the Company filed a joint petition with the Potomac Edison Company ("Potomac
Edison") with the Virginia State Corporation Commission requesting, among other things, approval for its
acquisition of the Mt. Storm - Valley Line from Potomac Edison pursuant to the Utility Transfers Act ("Mt.
Storm - Valley Transfer"). Potomac Edison, co-owns the Mt. Storm - Valley Line with Monongahela Power
Company ("Mon Power"), who is also selling its share to the Company as part of the Mt. Storm - Valley
Transfer. Mon Power and Potomac Edison currently own a 38.46% undivided ownership interest in the Mt.
Storm-Valley Line, and Dominion Energy Virginia owns the remaining 61.54%. The Commission approved
the Mt. Storm - Valley transfer on March 22, 2019. See Joint Petition of Virginia Electric and Power
Company and The Potomac Edison Company For authority to Transfer Utility Assets to Virginia Electric and
Power Company pursuant to Chapters 5 and JO. I of Title 56 ofthe Code of Virginia, Case No. PUR-2018
00186, Final Order, March 22, 2019. As detailed in the Mt. Storm- Valley Transfer Transaction Summary,
the transaction will be consummated within thirty (30) business days following the receipt of all necessary
regulatory approvals and upon satisfaction or waiver of all other conditions contained in Articles VI and VII
of the Purchase and Sale Agreement. Because the ownership interest for the Mt. Storm - Valley 500kV
transmission line will be 100% with Virginia Electric and Power Company, the Company is requesting the
certificate of public convenience and necessity for the Rebuild Project be solely in Virginia Electric and
Power Company's name. The Company will file notification in this proceeding within 30 days of when the
transfer of ownership is consummated.
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The Company will control fugitive dust during construction in accordance with
DEQ regulations. During construction, if the weather is dry for an extended
period of time, there will be airborne paiiicles from the use of vehicles and
equipment within the right-of-way. However, minimal earth disturbance will
take place and vehicle speed, which is often a factor in airborne particulate, will
be kept to a minimum. Erosion and sediment control is addressed in Section
2.G, below. Equipment and vehicles that are powered by gasoline or diesel
motors will also be used during the construction of the line so there will be
exhaust from those motors.
The entire width of the existing transmission corridor is currently maintained for
transmission facility operations. However, the Rebuild Project may require
some trimming of tree limbs along the right-of-way edges to support
construction activities. The Company does not expect to bum cleared material,
but if necessary, the Company will coordinate with the responsible locality to
ensure all local ordinances are met. The Company's tree clearing methods are
described in Section 2.K. The Company does not anticipate any on-going
impacts to air quality following the completion of construction.
B. Water Source (No water source is required for transmission lines so this
discussion will focus on potential waterbodies to be crossed by the
proposed transmission line rebuild)

The Rebuild Project is located within the South Fork Shenandoah watershed,
Hydrologic Unit Code 02070005 and North Fork Shenandoah watershed,
Hydrologic Unit Code 02070006. According to the U.S. Geological Survey
("USGS"), topographic quadrangles (Mount Sidney (2004), Parnassus (1986
ed.) Briary Branch (1984 ed.), Rawley Springs (1984 ed.), and Cow Knob (1970
ed.), the existing transmission line corridor crosses 16 named perennial streams
and rivers, including: Cold Spring River, Patterson Creek, Camp Rader Run,
Spruce Lick Run, German River, Little Dry River, Long Run, Bible Run, Carr
Run, Dry River, North River, Honey Run, Buttermilk Run, Silver Creek, Long
Glade Creek, and Slate Lick Branch.
Any clearing required in the vicinity of streams will be performed by hand
within 100 feet of both sides, and vegetation less than three inches in diameter
will be left undisturbed.
The Company solicited comments from the Virginia Marine Resources
Commission ("VMRC") regarding the proposed Rebuild Project in May 2018.
The Company received a response from Jay Woodward (VMRC) on June 1,
2018, noting that a subaqueous encroachment permit would be required for any
stream crossings with a drainage area of five square miles or greater at the
crossing location. The right-of-way crosses four VMRC jurisdictional streams
based on this classification. As necessary, a Joint Permit Application will be
submitted for review by the VMRC, DEQ, and the U.S. Army Corps of
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Engineers (the "Corps") to authorize jurisdictional crossings and for any impacts
to jurisdictional features.
C. Discharge of Cooling Waters

No discharge of cooling waters is associated with the proposed Rebuild Project.
D. Tidal and Non-tidal Wetlands

No tidal wetlands were identified within the proposed Rebuild Project area.
Wetlands Impact Consultation

The Company began the process of delineating wetlands and other waters of the
United States in April 2018 using the Routine Determination Method as outlined
in the 1987 Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual and methods
described in the 2012 Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland
Delineation Manual: Eastern Mountains and Piedmont Region (Version 2.0).
The Company plans to submit the results of this delineation to the Corps with
the pending Nationwide Permit 12 application. Total jurisdictional resources
within the proposed Rebuild Project right-of-way is provided in Table 1, pulled
from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service National Wetlands Inventory ("NWI")
and the U.S. Geological Survey ("USGS") National Hydrography Dataset
("NHD"). Total jurisdictional resources within the proposed Rebuild Project
right-of-way is provided in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Jurisdictional Resources Within Line #550 Right-of-Way

Resource
Freshwater Emergent
Wetland, Freshwater
Forested/Shrub Wetland
Freshwater Pond
Riverine
NHD Streams

National
Wetlands
Inventory
Acrea2e (±)

USGSNHD
Linear Feet (±)

Total Acreage (±)

1.68 ac

-

1.68 ac

0.65 ac
5.26 ac

-

-

9,102.32 LF

0.65 ac
5.26 ac
9,102.32 LF

The Company solicited comments from the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality Office of Wetlands and Stream Protection in May 2018.
The Company received a response on August 14, 2018. See Attachment 2.D.l.
Prior to construction, the Company will obtain any necessary permits to impact
jurisdictional resources.
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E. Solid and Hazardous Waste

On behalf of the Company, RES conducted database searches for solid and
hazardous wastes and petroleum release sites within a 0.5-mile radius (the
"search radius") of the proposed Rebuild Project to identify sites that may
impact the proposed project. This report is included as Attachment 2.E.1.
Publicly available data from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") Facility Registry System was obtained, which provides information
about facilities, sites, or places subject to environmental regulation or of
environmental interest. Although this data set contains all sites subject to
environmental regulation by the EPA or other regulatory authorities, including
sites that fall under air emissions or wastewater programs, the results reported
here only include those sites which fall under the EPA's hazardous waste, solid
waste, remediation, and underground storage tank programs (i.e.,
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act
("CERCLA"), Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ("RCRA"), or
brownfield sites). According to this database, no CERCLA, RCRA, or
brownfield sites were identified within a 0.5-mile radius of the project limits.
DEQ records were also searched for the presence of solid waste management
facilities, voluntary remediation program sites, and petroleum release sites.
DEQ identified four petroleum release sites within the search radius, none of
which fall within the existing right-of-way of the proposed Rebuild Project.
These petroleum release sites may include aboveground and underground
storage tank releases, as well as aboveground spills. The Company has a
procedure in place to handle petroleum contaminated soil, if encountered;
however, as all of the release sites are located over 1,000 feet away from the
proposed Rebuild Project and all release cases have been closed, these sites are
not expected to impact the proposed Rebuild Project. A table listing each of
these sites is included in Attachment 2.E. l.
F. Natural Heritage, Threatened and Endangered Species

On behalf of the Company, RES conducted online database searches for
threatened and endangered species in the vicinity of the proposed Rebuild
Project, including the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("USFWS") Information,
Planning, and Conservation ("IPaC") system, the Virginia Department of Game
and Inland Fisheries ("DGIF") Virginia Fish and Wildlife Information Service
("V AFWIS"), Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation ("DCR"),
Natural Heritage Data Explorer ("NHDE"), and the Center for Conservation
Biology ("CCB") Bald Eagle Nest Locator. The results are presented in Table 2
below.
A copy of the database search results can be found in Attachment 2.F.1.
Additionally, the Company requested comments from the USFWS, DGIF, and
DCR regarding the proposed Rebuild Project in May 2018. The Company
received a phone call from Emily Argo of USFWS on June 9, 2018, in response
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to the notification letter sent on May 7, 2018. She informed the Company that
USFWS does not typically submit formal comments for project review.
The Company received three responses from DCR. The first response, from
Barbara Gregory of the Division of Natural Heritage on May 15, 2018,
requested the Company complete the online services form. The Company
completed this form on May 18, 2018. The second response, from Roberta
Rhur of the Planning and Recreation Office on May 16, 2018, stated there were
no comments regarding impacts to resources. The third response, from Rene
Hypes of the Division of Natural Heritage on June 17, 2018, was the final
project review, and is now included herein as Attachment 2.F.2.
Because the Company will obtain all necessary permits prior to construction,
including authorization from the VMRC, DEQ, and the Corps, coordination
with the DGIF, DCR, and USFWS will take place through the respective permit
processes to avoid and minimize impacts to listed species.
. h"m t he P ropose d Rb
Ta bl e 2 Th reatene d and EndangeredS,pec1es wit
e UI"Id P ro.1ect Vicinity

Species: Common Name (Scientific name)

Madison Cave isopod (Antrolana lira)
Status: FT, ST
Database: IPAC, VaFWIS, OCR
Virginia big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii
virginianus)
Status: FE, SE
Database: IPAC, VaFWIS, OCR
Northern long-eared bat (Myotis septentrionalis)
Status: FT, ST
Database: IPAC, VaFWIS, DCR
Indiana bat (Myotis sodalist)
Status: FE, SE
Database: IPAC, VaFWIS
Northeast bulrush (Scirpus ancistrochaetus)
Status: FE,
Database: IPAC, OCR
Shale barren rock cress (Arabis serotina)
Status: FE,
Database: IP AC, DCR
Little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus lucifugus)
Status: SE
Database: VaFWIS
Tri-colored bat (Perimyotis subjlavus)
Status: SE
Database: VaFWIS
Brook floater (Alasmidonta varicosa)
Status: SE
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
Green floater (Lasmigona subviridis)
Status: ST
Database: VaFWIS

Results

Negative impacts unlikely, species survey
recommended if limestone caves impacted
Species survey recommended if limestone
caves impacted
Project located outside of 5 .5mi buffer; TOYR
restrictions may apply for tree clearing
TOYR restrictions will likely apply for tree
clearing
Suitable habitat may exist; species survey may
be needed
Negative impacts unlikely, habitat survey may
be needed for certain areas
Negative impacts unlikely

Negative impacts unlikely

Negative impacts unlikely

Negative impacts unlikely
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Species: Common Name (Scie11tific 11ame)

Results

Madison Cave amphipod (Stygobromus stegerorum)
Negative impacts unlikely, species survey
Status: ST
recommended if limestone caves impacted
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
Wood turtle (Glyptemys insculpta)
Permanent impacts to habitat unlikely, special
Status: ST
care may be needed for individuals
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
Eastern tiger salamander (Ambystoma tigrinum)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed in Augusta County
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
American water shrew (Sorex palustris)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed along high elevations
Database: VaFWIS
Appalachian grizzled skipper (Pyrgus wyandot)
Survey may be needed to identify the host
Status: ST
plant, otherwise negative impacts unlikely
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)
Suitable habitat may exist; species survey may
Status: ST
be needed
Database: VaFWIS
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus)
Suitable habitat may exist; species survey may
Status: ST
be needed
Database: VaFWIS, DCR
Migrant loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus
migrans)
Suitable habitat likely exists; species survey
Status: ST
may be needed
Database: VaFWIS
Bewick's wren (Thryomanes bewickii)
Suitable habitat may exist; species survey may
Status: SE
be needed
Database: VaFWIS, OCR
Valley doll's-daisy (Boltonia montana)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed
Database: DCR
Virginia sneezeweed (Helenium virginicum)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed
Database: DCR
Swamp-pink (Helonias bullata)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed for certain areas
Database: DCR
Virginia quillwort (Jsoetes virginica)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: SE
be needed
Database: DCR
Prairie fringed orchid (Platanthera leucophaea)
Status: ST
Negative impacts unlikely
Database: DCR
Rusty-Patched Bumblebee (Bombus a/finis)
Suitable habitat may exist; habitat survey may
Status: FE, ST
be needed for certain areas
Database: DCR
FT: federally threatened, FE. federally endangered, ST. state threat ened SE: state endangered, BGEPA: Bald and
Golden Eagle Protection Act
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G. Erosion and Sediment Control
Erosion and sediment control will be maintained and temporary stabilization for
all soil-disturbing activities will be used until the right-of-way has been
restored. Upon completion of the proposed Rebuild Project, the Company will
restore the right-of-way utilizing site rehabilitation procedures outlined in the
Company's Standards & Specifications for Erosion & Sediment Control and
Stormwater Management for Construction and Maintenance of Linear Electric
Transmission Facilities that is approved yearly by the DEQ. These
specifications are given to the Company's contractors, require erosion and
sediment control measures to be in place before construction of the proposed
Rebuild Project begins, and specify the requirements for rehabilitation of the
right-of-way. A copy of the cmrent DEQ approval letter dated January 8, 2018
is provided as Attachment 2.G.l.

H. Archaeological, Historic, Scenic, Cultural or Architectural Resources
Dutton & Associates was retained by the Company to conduct a Stage I Pre
Application Analysis for the proposed Rebuild Project. This analysis was
completed in May 2018 and submitted to the DHR. The VCRIS inventory was
rechecked in March 2019 and the data in the 2018 report is still accurate. The
updated report is included as Attachment 2.H. l. Preliminary background
research was conducted pursuant to the Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of
Proposed Electric Transmission Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic
Resources in the Commonwealth of Virginia (DHR 2008) for proposed
transmission line improvements. As detailed by DHR guidance, consideration
was given to: National Historic Landmark ("NHL") properties located within a
1.5-mile radius of the Rebuild Project centerline; National Register of Historic
Places ("NRHP") listed properties, battlefields, and historic landscapes located
within a 1.0-mile radius of the proposed Rebuild Project centerline; NRHP
eligible sites located within a 0.5-mile radius of the proposed Rebuild Project
centerline; and archaeological sites located within the proposed Rebuild Project
right-of-way corridor.

Archaeological Resources
Review of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources ("VDHR") VCRIS
records reveals there are nine previously recorded archaeological sites within I
mile of the proposed Rebuild Project area. These include prehistoric lithic
scatters, camps, and a rockshelter; as well as a historic domestic site, mill, and
two pottery kiln sites. Of these, none have been determined eligible for listing
in the NRHP. Specifically, two sites have been determined not eligible for
listing, and the remaining sites have not been formally evaluated. One of these
sites (44RM0378 a prehistoric camp: not evaluated) is located directly within
the project right-of-way.
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.

T a bl e 3 A re h aeo Iog1ca
. IResources w1"th"Ill th e P roposed R e bUI"Id P ro.1ec
. t Ri1ght-o f- W ay

VDHR#

Resource Name

VDHR/NRHP Status

44RM0378

n/a

Not Evaluated

Distance to
Line (FT)
~30

Architectural Resources

Review of the VDHR VCRIS inventory records revealed 157 previously
recorded architectural resources located 1.5-miles of the proposed Rebuild
Project. Of these, there are no NHLs located within 1.5-miles of the proposed
Rebuild Project, no properties that are listed in the NRHP within 1.0-mile of the
proposed Rebuild project, and two properties that have been determined eligible
for listing in the NRHP within 0.5-miles of the proposed Rebuild Project
alignment. The two NRHP-eligible properties within 0.5-miles of the proposed
Rebuild Project alignment include the Plecker-Wise House (VDHR# 007-0181)
and the Century House (VDHR# 082-0138). Both of these resources consist of
nineteenth century farmsteads.
Distances of these resources to the proposed Rebuild Project are provided in the
table below.
. t
T a ble 4 . NRHP rIS te d/Er1g1"bl e Resources w1"th"Ill 1.0-m1·1e o fth e P ropose d Rb
e UI"Id P ro.1ec

VDHR#
007-0181
082-0138

Resource Name

VDHR/NRHP Status

Distance to
Line (Miles)

Plecker-Wise House, 84 Wise Hollow
Road
Century House, 3557 Dry Hollow
Road

VDHR Eligible 1979

23

VDHR Eligible 2004

0.44

A review of the National Park Service ("NPS") American Battlefield Protection
Program ("ABPP") records and maps prepared by the Civil War Sites Advisory
Commission ("CWSAC") were reviewed and revealed no designated battlefield
areas are located within I-mile of the proposed Rebuild Project area.

I. Chesapeake Bay Preservation Areas
Construction, installation, operation, and maintenance of electric transmission
lines are conditionally exempt from the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act as
stated in the exemption for public utilities, railroads, public roads, and facilities
in 9 V AC 25-830-150. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the existing right-of
way to be used for the proposed Rebuild Project is not located within any
Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act jurisdictional counties.
J. Wildlife Resources

Agency databases were reviewed and agency consultations initiated with the
USWFS, DGIF, and DCR to determine if the proposed Rebuild Project has the
-8

potential to affect any threatened or endangered species. As discussed in
Section 2.F, certain federal and state listed species were identified as potentially
occurring in the project area. The Company will coordinate with the USFWS,
DGIF, and DCR as appropriate to determine whether surveys are necessary and
to minimize impacts on wildlife resources. Since the proposed Rebuild Project
is a rebuild of a transmission line within existing right-of-way, no loss of
wildlife habitat is anticipated.
K. Recreation, Agricultural and Forest Resources

The proposed Rebuild Project is expected to have minimal incremental
permanent impacts on recreational, agricultural, and forest resources since no
additional right-of-way is required. The general character of the proposed
Rebuild Project area transitions from both rural and agricultural at the southern
terminus and central regions to National Forest at the northern terminus. The
Virginia segment of the proposed Rebuild Project is located in Rockingham and
Augusta Counties and includes approximately 30.9 total miles of line in Virginia
with 6.8 miles in the Company service territory.
Prime farmland, as defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, is land that
has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for producing
food, feed, forage, fiber, and oilseed crops and is available for these uses. Land
that does not meet the criteria for prime farmland can be considered to be
"farmland of statewide importance." The criteria for defining and delineating
farmland of statewide importance are determined by the Virginia Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services. Generally, this land includes areas of soils
that nearly meet the requirements for prime farmland and that economically
produce high yields of crops when treated and managed according to acceptable
farming methods. Other areas that are not identified as having national or
statewide importance can be considered to be "farmland of local importance."
This farmland is identified by the appropriate local agencies. Farmland of local
importance may include tracts of land that have been designated for agriculture
by local ordinance. Based on land use raster files there is approximately 95.7
acres of "cultivated crops" and 113.4 acres of "hay/pasture," within the right-of
way. As agricultural activities have been occurring within the right-of-way
while the existing transmission line has been in operation, the proposed Rebuild
Project would not be expected to impact prime farmlands or farmland of
statewide importance.
Augusta County has not specifically designated important farmlands within their
jurisdiction under Virginia Code § 3.2-205 B. However, the Comprehensive
Plan for Augusta County identifies four Agricultural and Forestal districts,
which are authorized by Virginia Code § 15.2-4312. The existing corridor does
not pass through any of the Agricultural and Forestal Districts. Prime farmland
and farmlands of statewide importance are also discussed within the
Comprehensive Plan. Prime farmland and farmlands of statewide importance
account for 12% and 16% of Augusta County's soils, respectively. Although
-9

these soils tend to be found in isolated patches throughout the county and along
alluvial deposits near rivers, much of the county's soils, not classified as prime
farmland or farmland of statewide imp011ance by the United States Department
of Agriculture Natural Resource Conservation Service, are very productive.
According to the National Resources Conservation Services Soils ("NRCS")
Soil Survey Geographic Database ("SSURGO") there are 1.6 acres of prime
farmland and 25.2 acres of farmland of statewide importance located within the
right-of-way in Augusta County. The proposed Rebuild Project is not expected
to impact the prime farmland or agricultural use because the line is being
reconstructed within the existing corridor that has been in use for at least 54
years. See Appendix Attachment III.F .2.
The Company also reviewed the Comprehensive Plan for Rockingham County to
evaluate the potential effect the proposed Rebuild Project could have on future
development. The placement and construction of electric transmission lines is
not addressed within the plan. This plan includes "Agricultural and Forestal
Districts" ("AFD") and "Purchase of Development Rights" ("PDR") for
Conservation Easements for farm and forest land resources. Rockingham
County currently has nine Agricultural and Forestal Districts (Cross Keys North,
Cross Keys South, Dry River, Keezletown North, Keezletown South, Oak
Grove, Ottobine, Spring Creek, and Western Rockingham) totaling 26,218 acres.
The existing corridor crosses the Dry River and Spring Creek Agricultural and
Forestal Districts. Additionally, according to the NRCS SSURGO, there are
63.9 acres of prime farmland and 78.3 acres of farmland of statewide importance
located within the right-of-way in Rockingham County.
See Appendix
Attachment III.F .2.
The construction of access roads and pads for structure erection may represent a
temporary impact to farming operations that are occurring within the existing
Company easement. The Company utilizes timber mats to access transmission
structures within agricultural fields to minimize the impact to the soil, thereby
avoiding permanent impact to farmlands. Acquisition of additional right-of-way
is not required as part of the proposed Project Rebuild; therefore, construction of
electric transmission structures would not occur on agricultural land outside of
the existing Company easements. The Company will work with landowners on
final structure placement to minimize the effect of construction on farming
operations occurring within Company easements.
Under the Virginia Open-Space Land Act, any public body can acquire title or
rights to real property to provide means of preservation of open-space land.
Such conservation easements must be held for no less than five years in
duration, and can be held in perpetuity.
No Virginia Outdoors Foundation ("VOF") conservation easements occur within
the existing right-of-way. The proposed Rebuild Project includes the rebuild of
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an existing transmission line pre-dating VOF easements, and no additional right
of-way is required. In May 2018, the Company solicited VOF for comments on
the proposed Rebuild Project. In a letter dated June 11, 2018, the VOF noted the
presence of seven VOF easements within 1.5 miles of the existing transmission
line, with one being within 1,000 feet of the line near Valley Substation. See
Attachment 2.K. l.
The Virginia Scenic Rivers Act seeks to identify, designate, and protect rivers
and streams that possess outstanding scenic, recreational, historic, and natural
characteristics of statewide significance for future generations. The Rebuild
Project area contains no such identified rivers and streams nor do any exist
within one mile of the project area.
The proposed Rebuild Project crosses Route 42, Warm Springs Pike, which has
been designated as a Virginia Scenic Byway. This crossing occurs about 1.3
miles south of the North River at Bridgewater, Virginia. According to the 2007
2027 Augusta County Comprehensive Plan, no trails or parks are planned within
the right-of-way.
In May 2018, the Company solicited DCR for comments on the proposed
Rebuild Project. In an email dated May 16, 2018, Roberta Rhur of the DCR
Planning and Recreation offered no comments regarding impacts to resources
they track.
The entire width of the existing transmission line right-of-way is either 150 or
160 feet wide and is currently maintained for operation of the existing
transmission facilities. Some trimming of tree limbs along the edge of the
upland right-of-way may be conducted to support construction activities for the
proposed Rebuild Project. For any such minimal clearing, trees will be cut to no
more than three inches above ground level. Trees located outside of the right
of-way that are tall enough to potentially impact the transmission facilities,
commonly referred to as "danger trees," may also need to be cut. Danger trees
will be cut to be no more than three inches above ground level, will be limbed,
and will remain where felled. Debris that is adjacent to homes will be disposed
of by chipping or removal. In other areas, debris may be mulched or chipped as
practicable. Danger tree removal will be accomplished by hand in wetland areas
and within 100 feet of streams, if applicable. Care will be taken not to leave
debris in streams or wetland areas. Matting may be used for heavy equipment in
these areas. Erosion control devices will be used on an ongoing basis during all
clearing and construction activities.
L. Use of Pesticides and Herbicides
Of the techniques available, selective foliar is the preferred method of herbicide
application. The Company typically maintains transmission line right-of-way
by means of selective, low volume applications of EPA approved, non-restricted
use herbicides. The goal of this method is to exclude tall growing brush species
- 11 

from the right-of-way by establishing early successional plant communities of
native grasses, forbs, and low growing woody vegetation. "Selective"
application means the Company sprays only the undesirable plant species (as
opposed to broadcast applications). "Low volume" application means the
Company uses only the volume of herbicide necessary to remove the selected
plant species. The mixture of herbicides used varies from one cycle to the next
to avoid the development of resistance by the targeted plants. There are four
means of dispersal available to the Company, including by-hand application,
backpack, fixed nozzle-radiarc, and aerial. However, very little right-of-way
maintenance incorporates aerial equipment. The Company uses licensed
contractors to perform this work that are either certified applicators or registered
technicians in the Commonwealth of Virginia
DEQ has previously requested that only herbicides approved for aquatic use by
the EPA or the USFWS be used in or around any surface water; the Company
intends to comply with this request.
M. Geology and Mineral Resources
According to the Division of Geology and Mineral Resources Interactive
Geologic Map, the Rebuild Project area consists primarily of limestone and
dolomite with some shale and sandstone. There are also some karst formations
within the vicinity. According to the USGS topographic maps and aerial
imagery, there are no active mines or stone quarries within the limits of the
Rebuild Project. A search of the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals, and
Energy online map confirms there are no active or abandoned mines within the
right-of-way. There are two orphaned limestone mines within a 1.0-mile radius
of the right-of-way. The coordinates of these mines are 38.19°N 78°W and
38.15° N 78.93°W. The Company does not anticipate that the rebuild of the
existing transmission line will result in negative impacts on the geology or
mineral resources in the proposed Rebuild Project area.
N. Transportation Infrastructure
The entire width of the existing transmission line right-of-way is either 150 or
160 feet wide and is currently maintained for operation of the existing
transmission facilities. The transmission line corridor extends approximately
30.9 miles northeast from the Company's existing Valley Substation in Augusta
County, Virginia, routing into Rockingham County, Virginia, crossing 19 public
and private roads, and seven named roads within the George Washington
National Forest numerous times before leaving the state of Virginia. Most of
the roads within the Rebuild Project area consist of low traffic volume county
roads. One major road is crossed by the right-of-way: U.S. Route 33.
The Company plans to apply for land use permits from the Virginia Department
of Transportation ("VDOT") for the aerial crossings of VDOT maintained roads
and construction entrances from the VDOT right-of-way. These permits will be
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obtained prior to construction. The Company will prepare traffic control plans
and submit to VDOT for approval concerning the line pull over Route 33.
In May 2018, the Company solicited VDOT for comments on the proposed
Rebuild Project. In an email dated May 21, 2018, VDOT requested a GIS
Shapefile of the proposed Rebuild Project: the Company sent the GIS Shapefile
via email reply to VDOT on May 22, 2018.
The existing right-of-way for the transmission line corridor that will be used for
the proposed Rebuild Project crosses no railroads.
In a letter dated May 14, 2018, the Virginia Department of Aviation ("DOA v")
stated that a Form 7460 will need to be submitted to the FAA to initiate an
aeronautical study to ensure that the proposed Rebuild Project will not
constitute a hazard to air navigation. See Attachment 2.N. l. The Company
coordinated with an aviation consultant who completed a site specific
evaluation, dated March 11, 2019, in order to obtain conceptual design
parameters. See Attachment 2.N.2. Once the Rebuild Project is complete, the
Company will submit Form 7460 to the FAA with the final structure heights and
perform all required future coordination with the agency. The Company will
also comply with any agency requirements for the installation of marker balls
and structure lights.
Finally,
the
Company
has
reviewed
the
FAA's
website
(https://oeaaa.faa.gov/oeaaa/extemal/portal.jsp) to identify airports within ten
miles of the proposed Rebuild Project. Based on this review, two FAA
restricted airports are located within ten miles of the Rebuild Project:
•
•

Bridgewater Air Park, 3.6 miles northeast of Valley Substation
New Market Airport, 16.6 miles east of Line #550.

Several private airports/helipads are located within ten miles of the Line and the
Company will also work with these private entities as appropriate:
•
•

Frank Field, 3.8 miles west of Harrisonburg, Virginia
Rockingham Memorial Helipad, 8.9 miles northeast of Valley
Substation.

The Company will coordinate with VDOT, DOAv, and the FAA as necessary to
obtain all appropriate permits. See also Section 2.N.1.
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Elizabeth L Hester (Services - 6)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keith Fowler <keith.fowler@deq.virginia.gov>
Tuesday, May 15, 2018 8:48 AM
Elizabeth L Hester (Services - 6)
[External] Mount Storm - Valley 500 kV Transmission Improvement Project

Ms. Hester - we have received the 5/7/18 letter from Jason Williams requesting our input on the subject project. Could you
possibly send me an electronic version of the letter with the map? I will check with other staff here to see if there may be any
other relevant comments at this time, but below are some general comments that should be taken into consideration.
Below are DEQ Valley Regional Office review comments for the subject project. Other than the information provided below, I
have no additional recommendations re this project at this time. In addition, you may wish to refer to DEQ's Environmental Impact
Reviews web site, http://www.deg.virginia.gov/Programs/EnvironmentallmpactReview.aspx, and our Pollution Prevention/
Environmental Excellence pages, http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/PollutionPrevention.aspx, for other general
information. We are glad to discuss specifics for any aspects of this project with you as it relates to any DEQ programs. Please
let me know if you have any questions or need any additional information regarding environmental matters.
1. Water Quality and Wetlands. Measures must be taken to avoid and minimize impacts to surface waters and wetlands during
construction activities. The disturbance of surface waters or wetlands may require prior approval by DEQ and/or the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers. The Army Corps of Engineers is the final authority for an official confirmation of whether there are federal
jurisdictional wetlands or other surface waters that may be impacted by the proposed project. DEQ may confirm additional waters
as jurisdictional beyond those under federal authority. Review of National Wetland Inventory maps or topographic maps for
locating wetlands or streams may not be sufficient; there may need to be a site-specific review of the site by a qualified
professional. Even if there will be no intentional placement of fill material in jurisdictional waters, potential water quality impacts
resulting from construction site surface runoff must be minimized. This can be achieved by using Best Management Practices
(BMPs). If construction activities will occur in or along any streams (perennial, intermittent, or ephemeral), open water or
wetlands, the applicant should contact Eric Millard at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7813, Eric.Millard@deq.virqinia.gov) to determine the
need for any permits prior to commencing work that could impact surface waters or wetlands.
2. Erosion and Sediment Control and Storm Water Management. DEQ has regulatory authority for the Virginia Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (VPDES) programs related to municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) and construction
activities. Erosion and sediment control measures are addressed in local ordinances and State regulations. Additional
information is available at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/StormwaterManagement.aspx. Non-point source pollution
resulting from this project should be minimized by using effective erosion and sediment control practices and
structures. Consideration should also be given to using permeable paving for parking areas and walkways where appropriate,
and denuded areas should be promptly revegetated following construction work. If the total land disturbance exceeds 10,000
square feet, an erosion and sediment control plan will be required. Some localities also require an E&S plan for disturbances less
than 10,000 square feet. A stormwater management plan may also be required. For any land disturbing activities equal to one
acre or more, you are required to apply for coverage under the VPDES General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water from
Construction Activities. The Virginia Stormwater Management Permit Authority may be DEQ or the locality. Specific questions
regarding the Stormwater Management Program requirements should be directed to Gary Flory at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7840,
Gary.Flory@deq.virqinia.gov).
3. Other Site Development Considerations. Fugitive dust generated during construction should be controlled by using
measures such as the prompt removal of spilled or tracked dirt or other materials from paved streets, limited application of water
to suppress dust, and washing of construction vehicles and paved roadways immediately adjacent to construction sites. Do not
use water for dust control to the extent that it results in runoff to surface waters or wetlands. Land clearing wastes (vegetative
debris) generated during construction should be properly managed in accordance with applicable regulations and local
ordinances. Shredding/chipping of vegetative debris and reuse on-site is usually recommended over open burning. Any open
burning of vegetative debris must be performed in accordance with the Open Burning Regulation and coordinated with the local
fire official to ensure that all local ordinances are met. A copy of DEQ's open burning regulation and related information are
accessible from http://www.deq.virqinia.gov/Programs/Air/AirQualityPlans/OpenBurning.aspx. Also, no open burning should take
place in violation of the Virginia Waste Management Regulations, http://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title9/agency20/. Contact
Keith Fowler at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7812, Keith.Fowler@deq.virginia.gov) for any questions related to the proper control of
fugitive dust, or open burning requirements and prohibitions.
4. Air Quality. Installation/ operation/ modification/ replacement of stationary or portable fuel burning equipment (e.g.,
generators, wood chippers/grinders, boilers, etc.) or other sources of air pollutants, including dust, may be subject to registration
and/or air permitting requirements
(http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Air/PermittingCompliance/Permitting/TypesofAirPermits.aspx); for questions regarding this,
please contact Janardan Pandey at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7817, Janardan.Pandey@deq.virginia.gov).
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5. Petroleum Storage Tanks. Installation/ operation/ modification of tanks used for the storage of petroleum and CERCLA
substances may be subject to registration and/or other regulatory requirements
(http://www. deg. vi rginia .gov/Proq rams/Land Protection Revitalization/PetroleumProgram/Storage Tan ks. asox). If petroleum
contaminated soils or water are encountered during excavation work, or if old petroleum tanks need to be removed or replaced,
contact DEQ. For questions regarding any of this, please contact Todd Pitsenberger at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7847,
Todd.Pitsenberger@deq.virqinia.gov).
6. Solid and Hazardous Wastes, and Hazardous Substances. DEQ administers the Virginia Waste Management Regulations,
http://law.lis.virqinia.gov/admincode/title9/agency20/. All solid wastes, hazardous wastes, and hazardous materials, including
construction and demolition (C&D) wastes and universal wastes (batteries, fluorescent lights, refrigerants, mercury switches,
mercury thermostats, etc.), must be managed in accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local environmental
regulations. The generation of hazardous wastes should be minimized and solid wastes generated at the site should be reduced
at the source, reused, or recycled. DEQ encourages the management of certain organic wastes by on-site composting or reuse
as animal feed or soil amendment. Also, if you encounter any improperly disposed solid or hazardous wastes, or petroleum
contaminated soils, you should contact DEQ-VRO. You may wish to refer to the web link for "What's in My Back Yard?",
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/ConnectWithDEQNEGIS.asox, to help you determine areas where residual contamination may be
more likely. Contact Graham Simmerman at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7865, Graham.Simmerman@deq.virginia.gov) for any questions
related to waste management I disposal, including any questions related to open burning requirements and prohibitions. Manage
/ dispose of any asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) in accordance with Virginia Department of Labor and Industry (DOLi)
regulations. Contact Doug Wiggins at DOLi (Richard.Wiggins@doli.virginia.gov, 540-562-3580, ext. 131) for any questions
related to management/ disposal of ACMs.
7. Pesticides and Herbicides. DEQ recommends that herbicides or pesticides for construction or landscape maintenance, when
necessary, be used in accordance with the principles of integrated pest management, and that the least toxic pesticides that are
effective in controlling the target species be used. Please contact the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at (804)
786-3501 for more information. If applying aquatic pesticides to surface waters, the applicant must comply with the DEQ's
Pesticide General Permit,
http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/Water/PermittinqComoliance/PollutionDischargeElimination/PermitsFees.asox#oest.
8. Natural Heritage Resources. The Virginia Department of Conservation and Recreation (DCR) Division of Natural Heritage
(DNH) can search its Biotics Data System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area indicated on the submitted
map. Natural heritage resources are defined as the habitat of rare, threatened, or endangered animal and plant species, unique
or exemplary natural communities, and significant geologic communities. We recommend that the DNH be contacted at (804)
786-7951 to secure updated information on natural heritage resources before commencing the project.
9. Wildlife Resources. The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (DGIF) exercises enforcement and regulatory
jurisdiction over wildlife and freshwater fish, including state or federally listed endangered or threatened species. DGIF
determines likely impacts on fish and wildlife resources and habitat, and recommends appropriate measures to avoid, reduce, or
compensate for those impacts. For more information, see the DGIF website at http://www.dgif.virginia.gov or contact Ray Fernald
at (804) 367-6913.
10. Historic and Archaeological Resources. Section 106 of the National Historic and Preservation Act of 1966, as amended,
requires that activities that receive federal funding must consider effects to properties that are listed or eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places. The Department of Historic Resources (DHR) conducts reviews of projects to determine their
effect on historic structures or cultural resources. If applicable, contact OHR. In the event that archaeological resources are
encountered during construction, immediately contact Ms. Ethel Eaton, OHR, at (804) 367-2323.
11. Pollution Prevention. DEQ recommends that construction projects incorporate the principles of pollution prevention including
the following recommendations:
•
Consider environmental attributes when purchasing materials. For example, the extent of recycled material content and
toxicity level should be considered.
•
Consider contractors' commitment to the environment when choosing contractors. Also, specifications regarding raw
material selection (alternative fuels and energy sources) and construction practices can be included in contract
documents and requests for proposals.
•
Choose sustainable practices and materials in infrastructure and construction and design. These could include asphalt
and concrete containing recycled materials and integrated pest management in landscaping.
•
Integrate pollution prevention techniques into maintenance and operation activities to include source reduction (fixing
leaks, energy efficient products).
Pollution prevention measures are likely to reduce potential environmental impacts and reduce costs for material purchasing and
waste disposal. DEQ's Office of Pollution of Prevention hosts a number of programs and initiatives that provide non-regulatory
assistance to businesses, institutions, and communities including the Virginia Environmental Excellence Program and Virginia
Green. For more information, please visit our web site at http://www.deq.virginia.gov/Programs/PollutionPrevention.asox.
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12. Energy Conservation. Any structures should be planned and designed to comply with state and federal guidelines and
industry standards for energy conservation and efficiency. For example, energy efficiency of the structures can be enhanced by
maximizing the use of the following:
• thermally-efficient building shell components (roof, wall, floor, and insulation);
•
high efficiency heating, ventilation, air conditioning systems; and
•
high efficiency lighting systems.
Matt Heller at the Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy, (434) 951-6351, may be contacted for assistance in meeting this
challenge.
13. Potable Water. Installation of potable water lines and appurtenances must comply with the State's Waterworks
Regulations. The Virginia Department of Health (VDH), http://www.vdh.state.va.us/ODW/, administers both federal and state laws
governing waterworks operation. For more information, contact the VDH's Lexington Office of Water Programs at (540) 463-7136.
14. Wastewaters. DEQ has approval authority over wastewater discharges per the State Water Control Law and corresponding
regulations. This includes discharges or land application of any wastewaters generated from washing of materials, products, or
vehicles, or other practices relevant to this project, including water contaminated by chemicals used on-site. DEQ also has
approval authority over plans and specifications for sewage collection systems and treatment works (except drainfields and other
on-site systems approved by the local health department), per the Sewage Collection and Treatment (SCAT) Regulations,
http://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title9/agency25/chapter790/. Any wastewaters generated by this project must be properly
managed and disposed. For additional information and assistance, contact Brandon Kiracofe at DEQ-VRO (540-574-7892,
Brandon.Kiracofe@deg.virginia.gov).
B. Keith Fowler I Deputy Regional Director I DEQ-Valley Regional Office I 4411 Early Road I P. 0. Box 3000 I Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Keith. Fowler@deq.virqinia.gov
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Matthew J. Strickler
Secretary of Natural Resources

Street address: 1111 E. Main Street, Suite 1400, Richmond, Virginia 23219
Mailing address: P.O. Box l 105, Richmond, Virginia 23218
David K. Paylor
www.deq.virginia.gov

Director
(804) 698-4000
1-800-592-5482

August 14, 2018
Elizabeth (Tibby) Hester
Dominion Virginia Power
5000 Dominion Boulevard
Glen Allen, Virginia 23060

RE: Wetland Impact Consultation; Proposed Mt. Storm- Valley 500kV Transmission Line Re
Build Project, Augusta and Rockingham Counties, Virginia
Dear Ms. Hester:
In accordance with the Department of Environmental Quality-State Corporation Commission
Memorandum ofAgreement Regarding Wetland Impact Consultation (July 2003), we have reviewed the
information submitted by Dominion Virginia Power (here after, Dominion) regarding potential wetland
impacts on the above referenced project. The purpose of the project will rebuild the existing 500 kV
Transmission Line #550, running approximately 64 miles in an existing variable width right-of-way
(ROW) beginning at Mt. Storm Substation in Grant County, West Virginia and ending at Valley
Substation in Augusta County, Virginia. The portion of the project in Augusta and Rockingham Counties,
Virginia extends approximately 30.73 miles (609.90 acres).
Based on review of the submitted wetland desktop report prepared for Dominion by RES, both wetland
areas and stream corridors were identified within the existing 500 kV transmission line alignment. The
project is located entirely within an existing, cleared and maintained transmission line right-of-way
(ROW) corridor. Since the rebuild will occur within existing right-of-way, no new right-of-way will be
required for the project. Given that this project involves rebuilding the transmission line; Dominion
anticipates minimum permanent impacts to State waters associated with this project.

Summary of Findings
According to the above-referenced offsite wetland desktop report, both wetland areas and stream
corridors were identified within the project route. The approximate extent of these resources was derived
from review of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) National Wetland Inventory (NWI), National
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, Virginia Geographic Information Network
(VGIN), and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) and topography
quadrangles. This report identifies nontidal wetlands and open water (nontidal streams and ponds) within
the project route as shown in the table below:
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NWI
Freshwater
Emergent
(Acres)
1.26

NWI
Freshwater
Forested/Shrub
(Acres)
0.42

NWI
Freshwater
Pond
(Acres)
0.65

NWI Riverine
(Acres)

NHD Stream
(LF)

5.26

9,102.32

DEQ recommends structures should be sited to avoid wetlands to the extent practicable and should be
sited outside of stream channels. Timbering debris should not be placed in wetlands or streams. DEQ
further recommends wetland and stream avoidance and minimization efforts, where practical, during
project construction by: (I) spanning wetlands and streams, (2) maintaining 100-foot buffers along either
side of streams, (3) placing support structure foundations outside of wetlands and streambeds, and ( 4)
using removable mats in wetland areas to reduce compaction and rutting.
The DEQ Valley Regional Office (VRO) will make the final permitting decisions.

Recommendations and Potential Permits
Based upon review of the information provided by Dominion, we offer the following recommendations:
I.

Prior to commencing project work, all wetlands and streams within the project corridor should be
field delineated and verified by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the Corps), using accepted
methods and procedures.

2.

Wetland and stream impacts should be avoided and minimized to the maximum extent practicable.
Stream impacts should be minimized or avoided by spanning the transmission line across each
stream. No foundations should be placed within streambeds. Where access is required across a
wetland, removable mats should be used to reduce compaction and rutting. Towers should be placed
avoid wetlands, wherever possible. To the extent where any footings must be installed in wetlands,
each footing should occupy the minimum space necessary. When excavation for a structure is
necessary in a wetland, excess spoil should not be disposed of in adjacent wetland areas unless
authorized by a state or federal wetland permit.

3.

If the scope of the project changes, additional review will be necessary by this office.

4.

At a minimum, compensation for impacts to State Waters, if necessary, should be in accordance with
all applicable state wetland regulations and wetland pennit requirements, including the compensation
for permanent conversion of forested wetlands to emergent wetlands.

5. Any temporary impacts to surface waters associated with this project should require restoration to
pre-existing conditions.
6. No activity may substantially disrupt the movement of aquatic life indigenous to the water body,
including those species, which normally migrate through the area, unless the primary purpose of the
activity is to impound water. Culverts placed in streams must be installed to maintain low flow
conditions. No activity may cause more than minimal adverse effect on navigation. Furthermore the
activity must not impede the passage of normal or expected high flows and the structure or discharge
must withstand expected high flows.
7.

Erosion and sedimentation controls should be designed in accordance with the Virginia Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook, Third Edition, 1992. These controls should be placed prior to clearing
and grading and maintained in good working order to minimize impacts to state waters. These
controls should remain in place until the area is stabilized and should then be removed. Any exposed
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slopes and stream banks should be stabilized immediately upon completion of work in each permitted
area. All denuded areas should be properly stabilized in accordance with the Virginia Erosion and
Sediment Control Handbook, Third Edition, 1992.
8. No machinery may enter surface waters, unless authorized by a Virginia Water Protection (VWP)
permit.
9.

Heavy equipment in temporarily impacted surface waters should be placed on mats, geotextile fabric,
or other suitable material, to minimize soil disturbance to the maximum extent practicable.
Equipment and materials should be removed immediately upon completion of work.

10. Activities should be conducted in accordance with any Time-of-Year restriction(s) as recommended
by the Department of Game and Inland Fisheries, the Department of Conservation and Recreation, or
the Virginia Marine Resources Commission. The pennittee should retain a copy of the agency
correspondence concerning the Time-of-Year restriction(s), or the lack thereof, for the duration of the
construction phase of the project.
11. All construction, construction access, and demolition activities associated with this project should be
accomplished in a manner that minimizes construction materials or waste materials from entering
surface waters, unless authorized by a permit. Wet, excess, or waste concrete should be prohibited
from entering surface waters.
12. Herbicides used in or around any surface water should be approved for aquatic use by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) or the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. These
herbicides should be applied according to label directions by a licensed herbicide applicator. A non
petroleum based surfactant should be used in or around any surface waters.
13. Consider mitigating impacts to forested or converted wetlands by establishing new forested wetlands
within the impacted watershed.
Further, the following permits may be required:

I. If the project qualifies for a Nationwide Permit 12 (NWP 12) from the Corps, then a Virginia Water
Protection (VWP) permit is not necessary. If the applicant does not obtain a NWP 12, then a VWP
permit may be necessary.
2. If the project proposes permanent impacts to more than one-half ( l /2) acre of wetlands, then a VWP
permit will be required from DEQ.
Should you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me at 804-698-4007 or at
michelle.henicheck@deg.virginia.gov.
Sincerely,

tlv du.1¼.. H e,,v.· c..l..u...c.J:...
Michelle Henicheck, PWS
Senior Wetland Ecologist
Office of Wetlands & Stream Protection
Cc:

Keith Fowler, DEQ - VRO
Bettina Sullivan, DEQ - Office of Environmental Review
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1408 Roseneath Road, Suite B
Richmond, VA 23230
Corporate Headquarters
5020 Montrose Blvd. Suite 650
Houston, TX 77006
Main: 713.520.5400

July 26, 2018
Ms. Elizabeth Hester
Dominion Energy Virginia
701 East Cary Street, 1ih Floor
Richmond, VA 23219

Re:

Solid and Hazardous Waste Search
Mt. Storm - Valley 500 kV Transmission Line Rebuild
Augusta and Rockingham Counties Virginia, Grant, Hardy and Pendleton
Counties, West Virginia
Longitude: -79.269843
Start:
Latitude: 39.201208
Longitude: -78.970488
Terminus:
Latitude: 38.314224

Dear Ms. Hester:
RES conducted a database review for federal and state solid and hazardous wastes and
petroleum release sites within a 0.5-mile radius of the proposed Mount Storm - Valley 500 kV
Transmission Line Rebuild project located in the counties of Augusta and Rockingham, Virginia
and Grant, Hardy and Pendleton, West Virginia. The proposed project will rebuild the existing
500 kV Line #550, running approximately 64 miles in an existing variable width Right-of-Way
(ROW) beginning at Mt. Storm Substation in Grant County, West Virginia and ending at Valley
Substation in Augusta County, Virginia. The portion of the project in Augusta and Rockingham
Counties, Virginia extends approximately 30.73 miles (609.90 acres).
The purpose of this review was to document the locations of federal and state solid and
hazardous wastes and petroleum release sites within a 0.5-mile radius of the proposed project
area for Virginia. RES consulted publicly available data from the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ).

EPA Facility Registry System
RES reviewed data from the EPA Facility Registry System (FRS) for Augusta and Rockingham
Counties, Virginia. FRS provides a list of all facilities or sites that are subject to environmental
regulation or review. Specifically, the FRS included the following categories of sites:
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA)/
Superfund Enterprise Management System (SEMS); Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA); and Brownfield Sites. Per this review, no CERCLA/SEMS, RCRA or Brownfield sites
were identified within a 0.5-mile radius of the project limits.
Virginia DEQ
RES also reviewed data from the Virginia DEQ Virginia Environmental Geographic Information
Systems (VEGIS) viewer. VEGIS provides mapped locations of Voluntary Remediation Program
(VRP) sites, Permitted Solid Waste Facilities, Petroleum Releases, Large Quantity Generators
and Small Quantity Generators. VEGIS returned zero VRP sites, Permitted Solid Waste
Facilities, Large Quantity Generators or Small Quantity Generators within a 0.5-mile radius of
res.us
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the project area. VEGIS returned four (4) Petroleum Releases within a 0.5-mile radius of the
project, detailed in Table 1 below. All of the identified sites are located over 1,000 feet away
from the project limits and the cases have been closed; therefore, none of these sites are
anticipated to impact the proposed project.
Table 1. Virginia DEQ Petroleum Release Sites identified through VEGIS within 0.5-mile of
Mt Storm t 0 V a 11 ev 500 kV T ransmIssIon
. .
L"me Re b UI"Id ProJec
. t
Location

Latitude

Longitude

Status

Type of
Release

19770568

Augusta
County

38.35318

-79.00413

Closed

Suspected

Proximity
to Project
Limits
(feet)
1,404

19985030

Rockingham
County
Rockingham
County
Rockingham
County

38.46685

-79.01350

Closed

Confirmed

1,569

38.46684

-79.01330

Closed

Confirmed

1,468

38.46704

-79.01490

Closed

Suspected

1,967

Site
Name

PC
Number

CF
Weaver
Well
Dry River
BP
Dry River
Store
Keener
Well

20086113
19941463

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns regarding the findings of this desktop
review.

Best Regards,

Katie Arquiette
Environmental Specialist
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United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Virginia Ecological Services Field Office
6669 Short Lane
Gloucester, VA 23061-4410
Phone: (804) 693-6694 Fax: (804) 693-9032
http://www.fws.gov/northeast/virginiafield/

In Reply Refer To:
Consultation Code: 05E2VA00-2018-SLI-1830
Event Code: 05E2VA00-2019-E-05658
Project Name: TL 550 - VA

March 01, 2019

Subject: Updated list of threatened and endangered species that may occur in your proposed
project location, and/or may be affected by your proposed project
To Whom It May Concern:
The enclosed species list identifies threatened, endangered, proposed and candidate species, as
well as proposed and final designated critical habitat, that may occur within the boundary of your
proposed project and/or may be affected by your proposed project. The species list fulfills the
requirements of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) under section 7(c) of the
Endangered Species Act (Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). Any activity
proposed on National Wildlife Refuge lands must undergo a 'Compatibility Determination'
conducted by the Refuge. Please contact the individual Refuges to discuss any questions or
concerns.
New information based on updated surveys, changes in the abundance and distribution of
species, changed habitat conditions, or other factors could change this list. Please feel free to
contact us if you need more current information or assistance regarding the potential impacts to
federally proposed, listed, and candidate species and federally designated and proposed critical
habitat. Please note that under 50 CFR 402.12(e) of the regulations implementing section 7 of the
Act, the accuracy of this species list should be verified after 90 days. This verification can be
completed formally or informally as desired. The Service recommends that verification be
completed by visiting the ECOS-IPaC website at regular intervals during project planning and
implementation for updates to species lists and information. An updated list may be requested
through the ECOS-IPaC system by completing the same process used to receive the enclosed list.
The purpose of the Act is to provide a means whereby threatened and endangered species and the
ecosystems upon which they depend may be conserved. Under sections 7(a)(l) and 7(a)(2) of the
Act and its implementing regulations (50 CFR 402 et seq.), Federal agencies are required to
utilize their authorities to carry out programs for the conservation of threatened and endangered
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species and to determine whether projects may affect threatened and endangered species and/or
designated critical habitat.
A Biological Assessment is required for construction projects (or other undertakings having
similar physical impacts) that are major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment as defined in the National Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)
(c)). For projects other than major construction activities, the Service suggests that a biological
evaluation similar to a Biological Assessment be prepared to determine whether the project may
affect listed or proposed species and/or designated or proposed critical habitat. Recommended
contents of a Biological Assessment are described at 50 CFR 402.12.
If a Federal agency determines, based on the Biological Assessment or biological evaluation, that
listed species and/or designated critical habitat may be affected by the proposed project, the
agency is required to consult with the Service pursuant to 50 CFR 402. In addition, the Service
recommends that candidate species, proposed species and proposed critical habitat be addressed
within the consultation. More information on the regulations and procedures for section 7
consultation, including the role of permit or license applicants, can be found in the "Endangered
Species Consultation Handbook" at:
http://www.fws.gov/endangered/esa-library/pdf/TOC-GLOS.PDF
Please be aware that bald and golden eagles are protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act (16 U.S.C. 668 et seq.), and projects affecting these species may require
development of an eagle conservation plan (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/
eagle_guidance.html). Additionally, wind energy projects should follow the wind energy
guidelines (http://www.fws.gov/windenergy/) for minimizing impacts to migratory birds and
bats.
Guidance for minimizing impacts to migratory birds for projects including communications
towers (e.g., cellular, digital television, radio, and emergency broadcast) can be found at: http://
www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdissues/Hazards/towers/towers.htm; http://
www.towerkill.com; and http://www.fws.gov/migratorybirds/CurrentBirdissues/Hazards/towers/
comtow.html.
We appreciate your concern for threatened and endangered species. The Service encourages
Federal agencies to include conservation of threatened and endangered species into their project
planning to further the purposes of the Act. Please include the Consultation Tracking Number in
the header of this letter with any request for consultation or correspondence about your project
that you submit to our office.
Attachment( s):
• Official Species List
• USFWS National Wildlife Refuges and Fish Hatcheries
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Official Species List
This list is provided pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, and fulfills the
requirement for Federal agencies to "request of the Secretary of the Interior information whether
any species which is listed or proposed to be listed may be present in the area of a proposed
action".
This species list is provided by:
Virginia Ecological Services Field Office
6669 Short Lane
Gloucester, VA 23061-4410
(804) 693-6694
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Project Summary
Consultation Code: 05E2VA00-2018-SLI-1830
Event Code:

05E2VA00-2019-E-05658

Project Name:

TL550 - VA

Project Type:

LAND - EASEMENT / RIGHT-OF-WAY

Project Description: TL 550 - VA
Project Location:
Approximate location of the project can be viewed in Google Maps: https ://
www.google.com/maps/place/38.52899780886388N79.01519278866178W
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Endangered Species Act Species
There is a total of 6 threatened, endangered, or candidate species on this species list.
Species on this list should be considered in an effects analysis for your project and could include
species that exist in another geographic area. For example, certain fish may appear on the species
list because a project could affect downstream species.
IPaC does not display listed species or critical habitats under the sole jurisdiction of NOAA
Fisheries1, as USFWS does not have the authority to speak on behalf of NOAA and the
Department of Commerce.
See the "Critical habitats" section below for those critical habitats that lie wholly or partially
within your project area under this office's jurisdiction. Please contact the designated FWS office
if you have questions.

1. NOAA Fisheries, also known as the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), is an
office of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration within the Department of
Commerce.

Mammals
NAME

STATUS

Indiana Bat Myotis soda/is

Endangered

There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location is outside the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/5949

Northern Long-eared Bat Myotis septentrionalis

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/9045

Virginia Big-eared Bat Corynorhinus (=Plecotus) townsendii virginianus

Endangered

There is final critical habitat for this species. Your location is outside the critical habitat.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/8369

Crustaceans
NAME

STATUS

Madison Cave Isopod Antrolana lira

Threatened

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: htt.ps://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/4162
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Flowering Plants
NAME

STATUS

Northeastern Bulrush Scirpus ancistrochaetus

Endangered

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6715

Shale Barren Rock Cress Arabis serotina

Endangered

No critical habitat has been designated for this species.
Species profile: https://ecos.fws.gov/ecp/species/6018

Critical habitats
THERE ARE NO CRITICAL HABITATS WITHIN YOUR PROJECT AREA UNDER THIS OFFICE'S
JURISDICTION.
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USFWS National Wildlife Refuge Lands And Fish
Hatcheries
Any activity proposed on lands managed by the National Wildlife Refuge system must undergo a
'Compatibility Determination' conducted by the Refuge. Please contact the individual Refuges to
discuss any questions or concerns.
THERE ARE NO REFUGE LANDS OR FISH HATCHERIES WITHIN YOUR PROJECT AREA.
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VaFWIS Search Report Compiled on 3/1/2019, 9:40:00 AM

Hein

Known or likely to occur within a 15 mile radius around point 38,31,30.5 -78,59,24.7
in 015 Augusta County, 165 Rockingham County, 660 Harrisonburg City, VA

630 Known or Likely Species ordered by Status Concern for Conservation
(displaying first 38) (38 species with Status* or Tier I** or Tier II**)
BOVA
Status* Tier**
Scientific Name Confirmed
Common Name
Code

View Map of
Site Location

Database(s)

050023 FESE

la

Bat, Indiana

Myotis sodalis

050035 FESE

Ila

Bat, Virginia big:
eared

Corynorhinus
townsendii
virginianus

Yes

BOVA,SppObs,HU6

050022 FTST

Ia

Bat, northern long:
eared

Myotis
septentrionalis

Yes

BOVA,SppObs,HU6

070001 FTST

Ile

Isor.od, Madison
Cave

Antrolana lira

Yes

BOVA,SppObs,HU6

050020 SE

Ia

Bat, little brown

Myotis lucifugus

Yes

BOVA,SppObs,HU6

050027 SE

Ia

Bat, tri-colQred

Perimyotis
subflavus

Yes

BOVA,SppObs,HU6

060006 SE

lb

Floater, brook

Alasmidonta
varicosa

Yes

BOVA, TEWaters,Habitat,HU6

020052 SE

Ila

050009 SE

Ila

040267 SE

HU6

Ambystoma
tigrinum

BOVA

Sorex palustris

BOVA

Wren, Bewick's

Thryomanes
bewickii

BOVA

Salamander, eastern
tig~
Shrew, American
water

030062 ST

Ia

Turtle, wood

Glyptemys
insculpta

Yes

BOVA,TE Waters,Habitat,S ppObs,H U6

040096 ST

Ia

F alcon,_r.eregrine

Falco peregrinus

Yes

BOVA,BBA,SppObs,HU6

040293 ST

la

Shrike,jgggerhead

Lanius
ludovicianus

Yes

BOVA,BBA,SppObs,HU6

100155 ST

Ia

Skimier, Ar.r.alachian
Pyrgus wyandot
grizzled

070012 ST

lb

Amr.hir.od, Madison
Cave

Stygobromus
stegerorum

BOVA

060081 ST

Ila

Floater,_green

Lasmigona
subviridis

BOVA

Shrike, migrant
loggerhead

Lanius
ludovicianus
migrans

BOVA

040292 ST

BOVA,HU6
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To view All 630 species View 630
*FE=Federal Endangered; FT=Federal Threatened;
FC=Federal Candidate; CC=Collection Concern

SE=State Endangered;

ST=State Threatened;

FP=Federal Proposed;

**l=VA Wildlife Action Plan - Tier I - Critical Conservation Need; II=VA Wildlife Action Plan - Tier II - Very High Conservation Need;
III=VA Wildlife Action Plan - Tier III - High Conservation Need; IV=VA Wildlife Action Plan - Tier IV - Moderate Conservation Need
Virginia Widlife Action Plan Conservation Opportunity Ranking:
a - On the ground management strategies/actions exist and can be feasibly implemented.;
b - On the ground actions or research needs have been identified but cannot feasibly be implemented at this time.;
c - No on the grow1d actions or research needs have been identified or all identified conservation oppo1tunities have been exhausted.

AMPHIBIANS
Tiger
Salamander

Augusta

Common
Name/Natural
Community

Amb~stoma
tigrinum

Scientific
Name

GS

Global
ConservatiQn
Status Rank

S1

State
Conservation
Status Rank

None

Federal Legal
Status

Click column headings for an explanation of species and community ranks.

Click scientific names below to go to NatureServe report.

Total Communities returned: 0

Total Species returned: 24

Search Run: 3/1/2019 10: 11 :26 AM
Result Summary

County: Augusta,Rockingham

State Legal Status: LE - Listed endangered,LT - Listed threatened

Federal Legal Status: LE - Listed endangered,LT - Listed threatened

Your Criteria

LE

State Legal
Status

Natural Heritage Resources

12

Statewide
Occurrences

N

Virginia
Coastal Zone

CD
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Scientific
Common
Global
State
Name/Natural Name
Conservation
Conservation
Status Rank
Community
Status Rank
BIRDS
Lanius
S1B,S2N
Loggerhead
G4
Shrike
ludovicianus
Appalachian
Thryomanes
G5T2Q
SHB
Bewick's Wren bewickii altus
CRUSTACEA (AMPHIPODS, ISOPODS & DECAPODS)
Madison Cave Antrolana lira
G2G4
S2
lsopod
S1
Madison Cave Stygobromus
G1
Amphipod
stegerorum
INVERTEBRATE
Rusty-patched Bombus
G1
S1
Bumblebee
(Bombus)
affinis
LEPIDOPTERA (BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS)
S1
G1G2Q
Appalachian
Pyrgus
Grizzled
Qentaureae
Skipper
wyandot
MAMMALS
S1S3
G1G2
Northern long- Myotis
eared Myotis
septentrionalis
VASCULAR PLANTS
S2
G2
BQechera
Shale barren
rock cress
serotina
S1
Boltonia
G1G2
Valley doll'smQntana
daisy
S2
Virginia
Helenium
G3
Sneezeweed
virginicum
S2S3
Swamp-pink
HelQnias
G3
bullata
S1
Virginia
G1
lsoetes
LE
LE
LE

LT
LT

soc

N

N
39
7

N

N
19

4
LE

soc

N
39

LT

N

LT

LT

soc

39

N

LE

None

LE

2

N

N

LT

soc

12

N

60

LT

LT

19

N

LT

LE

soc

41

Virginia
Coastal Zone

N

LT

None

Statewide
Occurrences

29

State Legal
Status

Federal Legal
Status

II)
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0
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Global
Conservation
Status Raols

§

virginica
Platanthera
G2G3
leuQophaea
Scirpus
G3
ancistrochaetu

Scientific
Name

LT

None

LE

LT

LT

LT
LE

LT

LE

LE

LT

None

LE
LT

LE

LE

LE

S2

LT

State Legal
Status

None

LT

Federal Legal
Status

S1

State
Conservation
Status Rank

BIVALVIA (MUSSELS)
S1
Brook Floater Alasmidonta
G3
varicosa
CRUSTACEA (AMPHIPODS, ISOPODS & DECAPODS)
Madison Cave Antrolana lira
G2G4
S2
lsopod
INVERTEBRATE
G1
S1
Rusty-patched Bombus
Bumblebee
(Bombus)
affinis
MAMMALS
S1
Virginia BigCocynorhinus G3G4T2
townsendii
eared Bat
virginianus
S1S3
G1G2
Northern long- Myotis
septentrionalis
eared Myotis
REPTILES
S2
G3
Wood Turtle
Glyptemys
insculpta
VASCULAR PLANTS
S2
Shale barren
G2
Boechera
rock cress
serotina
S2
Virginia
Helenium
G3

Rockingham

Common
Name/Natural
Community
Quillwort
Prairie fringed
orchid
Northeastern
Bulrush

19

39

N

N

N

N

60

47

N

N

N

N

N

N

Virginia
Coastal Zone

19

39

12

13

8

1

Statewide
Occurrences
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:-n
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..... !')

.... :J
..a. ....

0

N3

Ill
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Ill
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Global
Conservgtion
Status Rank

.$.

virginicum
Scirpus
G3
gncistrochaetu

Scientific
Name

S2

State
Conservation
Status R£lnk
LE

Federal Legal
Status

LE

Stgte Legal
Status

8

Statewide
Occurrences

N

Virginia
Coastal Zone

To Contribute information on locations of natural heritage resources, please fill out and submit a rare species sighting form.

For Additional Information on locations of Natural Heritage Resources please submit an information request.
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Note: On-line queries provide basic information from DCR's databases at the time of the request. They are NOT to be substituted for a
project review or for on-site surveys required for environmental assessments of specific project areas.

Common
Name/Natural
Community
Sneezeweed
Northeastern
Bulrush
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Layers: VA Eagle Nest Locator, VA Eagle Nest Buffers, Eagle Roosts, Eagle Roost Polygons, Eagle Roost Buffers,

OspreyWatch Nests
Map Center [longitude, latitude]: [-78.85711669921875, 38.53527591154413]
Map Link:

https·//ccbbirds,org/maps/#layer=VA+ Eagle+ Nest+ Locator&layer=VA+Eagle+ Nest+ Buffers&layer-Eagle+Roosts
&layer- Eagle+Roost+Polygons&layer- Eaglet Roost+ Buffers&layer-OspreyWatch +Nests&zoom- 9&lat- 38 5352
7591154413&Jng:--78 85711669921875&JegencHeg:end tab 41b097d8-e52c-lle4
b6e6-0e853d04 7bba&base- Street+ Map+%28OSM%29
Report Generated On: 03/15/2019
The Center fo r Conservation Biology (CCB} provides certa in data online as a free service to the pu blic and the regulatory sector. CCB encourages the use of its data sets in wildl ife
conservation and management applications. These data are protected by intellectual property laws. All users are reminded to view the Data Use Agreement to ensure complia nce with
our data use policies. For additional data access questions, view our Data Disttihutinn Policy or conta ct our Data Manager, Marie Pitts, at mlpitts@wm.edu or 757-22 1-7503.

Report generated by The Center for Conservation Biology Mapping Portal.
To learn more about CCB visit ccbbirds org or contact us at info@ccbbirds.org
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CCB Mapping Portal

Layers: VA Eagle Nest Locator, VA Eagle Nest Buffers, Eagle Roosts, Eagle Roost Polygons, Eagle Roost Buffers,
OspreyWatch Nests
Map Center [longitude, latitude]: [-78.8571166992 1875, 38.5352759 11 54413]
Map Link:

https://ccbbirds org/maps/#layer-VA+ Eagle+Nest+ Locator&layer-VA+ Eagle+Nest+ Buffers&layer- Eagle+ Roosts
&layer=Eag:le +Roost+Polyg:ons&layer=Eagle±Roost+ Buffers&layer= OspreyWatch+Nests&zoom=9&lat=38, 53 52
7591154413&1ng:--78 85711669921875&Jeg:encHeg:end tab 41h097d8-e52c-lle4
b6e6-0e853d04 7bba&base=Street+ Map+%28OSM%29
Report Generated On: 03/15/2019
The Center for Conservation Biology (CCB) provides certain data online as a free service to the public and the regulatory sector. CCB encourages the use of its data sets in wildlife
conservation and management applicalions. These da ta are protected by intellectual property laws. All users are reminded to view th e Data Use Agreement to ensure compliance with
our data use policies. For additional data access questions, view our Data Distribution Policy or contact our Data Manager, Marie Pitts, at mlpitts@wm.edu or 757-221-7503.

Report generated by The Center for Conservation Biology Mapping Portal.
To learn more about CCB visit ccbbjrds org or contact us at info@ccbbirds.org
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June 17, 2018
Katie Arquiette
RES
1408 B Roseneath Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Re: Mount Storm - Valley 500 kV Transmission Improvement Project
Dear Ms. Arquiette:
The Department of Conservation and Recreation's Division ofNatural Heritage (OCR) has searched its Biotics Data
System for occurrences of natural heritage resources from the area outlined on the submitted map. Natural heritage
resources are defined as the habitat ofrare, threatened, or endangered plant and animal species, unique or exemplary
natural communities, and significant geologic formations.

Cow Knob Quad
According to the information currently in our files, the German River - North Fork Shenandoah River - Bennett
Run Stream Conservation Unit (SCU) is located within the project site. SCUs identify stream reaches that contain
aquatic natural heritage resources, including 2 miles upstream and 1 mile downstream of documented
occurrences, and all tributaries within this reach. SCUs are given a biodiversity significance ranking based on the
rarity, quality, and number of element occurrences they contain; on a scale of 1-5, 1 being most significant. The
German River - North Fork Shenandoah River - Bennett Run SCU has been given a biodiversity significance
ranking of B3, which represents a site of high biodiversity. The natural heritage resources of concern associated
with this SCU are:

Glyptemys insculpta
Wood turtle
G3/S2/NL/LT
Aquatic Natural Community (RV-North Fork Shenandoah Second Order Stream) G2/S2/NL/NL
The Wood turtle ranges from southeastern Canada, south to the Great Lake states and New England. In Virginia,
it is know from northern counties within the Potomac River drainage (NatureServe, 2009). The Wood turtle
inhabits areas with clear streams with adjacent forested floodplains and nearby fields, wet meadows, and
farmlands (Buhlmann et al., 2008; Mitchell, 1994). Since this species overwinters on the bottoms of creeks and
streams, a primary habitat requirement is the presence of water (Mitchell, 1994).
Threats to the wood turtle include habitat fragmentation, urbanization, and automobile or farm machinery
mortality (Buhlmann et al., 2008). Please note that the Wood turtle is currently classified as threatened by the
Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (VDG IF).
The documented Aquatic Natural Community is based on Virginia Commonwealth University's INST AR
(Interactive Stream Assessment Resource) database which includes over 2,000 aquatic (stream and river)
collections statewide for fish and macroinvertebrate. These data represent fish and macroinvertebrate
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assemblages, instream habitat, and stream health assessments. The associated Aquatic Natural Community is
significant on multiple levels. First, this stream is a grade B, per the VCU-Center for Environmental Sciences
(CES), indicating its relative regional significance, considering its aquatic community composition and the
present-day conditions of other streams in the region. This stream reach also holds a "Healthy" stream
designation per the INSTAR Virtual Stream Assessment (VSS) score. This score assesses the similarity of this
stream to ideal stream conditions of biology and habitat for this region. Lastly, this stream contributes to high
Biological Integrity at the watershed level (6 th order) based on number of native/non-native, pollution
tolerant/intolerant and rare, threatened or endangered fish and macroinvertebrate species present.
Threats to the significant Aquatic Natural Community and the surrounding watershed include water quality
degradation related to point and non-point pollution, water withdrawal and introduction of non-native species.
In addition, the Little Dry River, German River, Bible Run, Carr Run, Cold Spring River, Seventy Buck Lick Run
and Spruce Lick have been designated by VDGIF as "Threatened and Endangered Species Waters" for the Wood
Turtle.
To minimize adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem as a result of the proposed activities, DCR recommends
the implementation of and strict adherence to applicable state and local erosion and sediment control/storm water
management laws and regulations, establishment/enhancement of riparian buffers with native plant species and
maintaining natural stream flow. Due to the legal status of the Wood turtle, DCR also recommends coordination
with Virginia's regulatory authority for the management and protection of this species, the VDGIF, to ensure
compliance with the Virginia Endangered Species Act (VA ST§§ 29.1-563 - 570).
Also according to the information currently in our files, the Shenandoah Mountain Conservation Site is located
within the project area. Conservation sites are tools for representing key areas of the landscape that warrant
further review for possible conservation action because of the natural heritage resources and habitat they support.
Conservation sites are polygons built around one or more rare plant, animal, or natural community designed to
include the element and, where possible, its associated habitat, and buffer or other adjacent land thought necessary
for the element's conservation. Conservation sites are given a biodiversity significance ranking based on the
rarity, quality, and number of element occurrences they contain; on a scale of 1-5, 1 being most significant.
Shenandoah Mountain Conservation Site has been given a biodiversity significance ranking of B4, which
represents a site of moderate significance. The natural heritage resource of concern at this site is:

Plethodon punctatus

Cow Knob salamander

G3/S2/NL/NL

The Cow Knob salamander is known from the Great North and Shenandoah mountains in north-central Virginia
and adjacent sections of West Virginia (Petranka, 1998). It occurs in mixed hardwood and hemlock stands;
however, it is most abundant on north-facing slopes in high-elevation old-growth forests (Pague et al, 1991 ). Like
most species in this genus, the Cow Knob salamander is completely terrestrial; however, it relies on moist
microhabitats to complete its life cycle.
Threats to this rare salamander include canopy removal due to forestry activities and defoliation by gypsy moths
(Pague et al, 1991 ).
If tree removal is proposed for the project for infrastructure construction including access roads and laydown
yards, surveys for the Cow Knob salamander may be warranted. With the survey results, we can more accurately
evaluate potential impacts to natural heritage resources and offer specific protection recommendations for
minimizing impacts to the documented resources.
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Rawley Springs and Briery Branch Quads

According to the infonnation currently in our files, the War Branch SCU is located downstream from the project
site. The War Branch SCU has been given a biodiversity significance ranking ofB4, which represents a site of
moderate biodiversity. The natural heritage resources of concern associated with this SCU is the Wood turtle.
In addition, Slate Lick Branch has been designated by VDGIF as "Threatened and Endangered Species Waters"
for the Wood Turtle.
To minimize adverse impacts to the aquatic ecosystem as a result of the proposed activities, OCR recommends
the implementation of and strict adherence to applicable state and local erosion and sediment control/storm water
management laws and regulations, establishment/enhancement of riparian buffers with native plant species and
maintaining natural stream flow. Due to the legal status of the Wood turtle, OCR also recommends coordination
with Virginia's regulatory authority for the management and protection of this species, the VDGIF, to ensure
compliance with the Virginia Endangered Species Act (VA ST§§ 29.1-563 - 570).
Mount Sidney and Briery Branch Quads

The southern portion of this project is situated on karst-forming carbonate rock and can be characterized by
sinkholes, caves, disappearing streams, and large springs (Fig. 1). The southern portion of the project is also
within the range of and overlies potential habitat for the state and federally threatened Madison Cave isopod
(Antrolana lira, G2G4/S2/L TILT). Because this species is a groundwater obligate crustacean, knowledge of its
presence at specific locations within its range is poor, and sampling to determine its presence is difficult and
frequently inconclusive. Projects involving the following components have potential to impact this species: 1)
withdrawal of water from wells or lowering the water table, 2) alteration of sinkholes, cave entrances, or sinking
streams, 3) waste water injection, 4) quarrying, 5) nutrient applications lacking a certified nutrient management
plan, or 6) discharge of water to a conveyance that discharges to a karst feature downstream. If the project meets
one or more of these criteria, please coordinate with Wil Orndorff.
The Virginia OCR karst staff screened this project against the Virginia Speleological Survey (VSS) database and
the Virginia DMME sinkhole coverage for documented sensitive karst features and caves. The possibility exists to
encounter sinkholes and caves that are not documented in this area. To minimize impacts to karst, groundwater
and surface water resources, the stabilization of the soil around the site should be prioritized during all the phases
of the project and all standard erosion control measures that are appropriate for the site should be used. OCR also
recommends minimizing sediment transport and preventing the introduction of any unwanted chemicals that
could be spilled from equipment, such as fuel or oil, into the ground or streams. The use of herbicides or
pesticides should be discouraged. If they are used they should be chosen carefully to reduce the risk to
groundwater crustaceans and all other resources. Furthermore, due to the legal status of the Madison Cave isopod,
OCR recommends coordination with the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and VDGIF to ensure
compliance with protected species legislation.
If karst features such as sinkholes, caves, disappearing streams, and large springs are encountered during the
project, please coordinate with Wil Orndorff (540-230-5960, Wil.Orndorff@dcr.virginia.gov) to document and
minimize adverse impacts. Discharge of runoff to sinkholes or sinking streams, filling of sinkholes, and alteration
of cave entrances can lead to surface collapse, flooding, erosion and sedimentation, groundwater contamination,
and degradation of subterranean habitat for natural heritage resources. Ifthe project involves filling or
"improvement" of sinkholes or cave openings, OCR would like detailed location information and copies of the
design specifications. In cases where sinkhole improvement is for storm water discharge, copies of VDOT Form
EQ-120 will suffice.
All Quads

OCR recommends the development and implementation of an invasive species plan to be included as part of the
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maintenance practices for the right-of-way (ROW). The invasive species plan should include an invasive species
inventory for the project area based on the current DCR Invasive Species List (http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural
heritage/document/nh-invasive-plant-list-2014.pdf) and methods for treating the invasives. DCR also recommends
the ROW restoration and maintenance practices planned include appropriate revegetation using native species in a
mix of grasses and forbs, robust monitoring and adaptive management plan to provide guidance if initial
revegetation efforts are unsuccessful or if invasive species outbreaks occur.
Furthermore, if tree removal is proposed, the project will fragment Cl and C2 cores as identified in the Virginia
Conservation Vision. The Virginia ConservationVision is a GIS analysis for identifying and prioritizing
conservation lands in Virginia.(http://www.dcr.virginia.gov/natural heritage/vaconvision.shtml )
Cores are areas ofunfragmented natural cover with at least 100 acres of interior condition and provide habitat for
a wide range of species, from interior-dependent forest species to habitat generalists, as well as species that utilize
marsh, dune, and beach habitats. Cores also provide benefits in terms of open space, recreation, water quality
(including drinking water protection), and carbon sequestration, along with the associated economic benefits of
these functions. The cores are ranked form 1 to 5 (5 being the least ecological relevant) using many prioritization
criteria, such as the number of natural heritage resources (i.e. rare species) occurring in a core.
Fragmentation occurs when a large, contiguous ecosystem is transformed into one or more smaller patches
surrounded by disturbed areas resulting from the conversion and development. Habitat fragmentation results in
biogeographic changes that disrupt species interactions and ecosystem processes, reducing biodiversity and
habitat quality due to limited recolonization, increased predation and egg parasitism, and increased invasion by
weedy species.
Therefore minimizing fragmentation is a key mitigation measure that will preserve the natural patterns and
connectivity of habitats that are key components of biodiversity. The deleterious effects of fragmentation can be
reduced by minimizing edge in remaining fragments (leaving round versus long, skinny fragments); by retaining
connective corridors that allow significant migration between fragments; and by designing the intervening
landscape to minimize its hostility to native wildlife (natural cover versus lawns).
Under a Memorandum of Agreement established between the Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services (VDACS) and the DCR, DCR represents VDACS in comments regarding potential impacts on state
listed threatened and endangered plant and insect species. The current activity will not affect any documented
state-listed plants or insects.
There are no State Natural Area Preserves under DCR'sjurisdiction in the project vicinity.
New and updated information is continually added to Biotics. Please re-submit a completed order form and
project map for an update on this natural heritage information if the scope of the project changes and/or six
months has passed before it is utilized.
A fee of$395.00 has been assessed for the service of providing this information. Please find attached an invoice
for that amount. Please return one copy of the invoice along with your remittance made payable to the Treasurer
of Virginia, DCR Finance, 600 East Main Street, 24 th Floor, Richmond, VA 23219. Payment is due within thirty
days of the invoice date. Please note late payment may result in the suspension of project review service for future
projects.
The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries (VDGIF) maintains a database of wildlife locations,
including threatened and endangered species, trout streams, and anadromous fish waters that may contain
information not documented in this letter. Their database may be accessed from http://vafwis.org/fwis/ or contact
Ernie Aschenbach at 804-367-2733 or Ernie.Aschenbach@dgif.virginia.gov.
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Should you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact me at 804-371-2708. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment on this project.
Sincerely,

S. Rene Hypes
Project Review Coordinator
Cc:

Ernie Aschenbach, VDGIF
Wil Orndorff, DCR-Karst
Troy Andersen, USFWS
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Russell W. Baxter
Secretary of Natural Resources

Street address: 1111 East Main Street, Suite 1400, Richmond, VA 23219
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1105, Richmond, Virginia 23218
www.deq.virginia.gov

David K. Paylor
Director
(804) 698-4000
1-800-592-5482

January 8, 2018
Jason E. Williams, P.G.
Director, Environmental
Dominion Energy Services, Inc.
5000 Dominion Boulevard,
Glen Allen, VA 23060

Transmitted electronically: Jason .E.Williams@dominionenergy .com
Subject: Dominion Energy Electric Transmission -Ammal Standards and Specifications for
Erosion & Sediment Control and Stormwater Management (AS&S for ESC and SWM)
Dear Mr. Williams:
The Virginia Department of Enviromnental Quality (DEQ) hereby approves the Annual Standards and
Specifications for Erosion & Sediment Control and Stormwater Management for Dominion Energy
Electric Transmission dated December 12, 2017.
To ensure compliance with approved specifications, the Virginia Erosion and Sediment Control Law
and the Virginia Stormwater Management Act, DEQ staff will conduct random site inspections, respond
to complaints, and provide on-site technical assistance with specific erosion and sediment control and
stormwater management measures and plan implementation.
Please note that your approved Annual Standards and Specifications include the following requirements:
1. Variance requests must be submitted separately from this Annual Standards and Specifications
submission to DEQ. DEQ may require project-specific plans associated with variance requests
to be submitted for review and approval.

2.

The following information must be submitted to DEQ for each project at least two weeks
in advance of the commencement of land -disturbing activities. Notifications shall be sent
by email to: linearprojects@ deq.virginia.gov
i:
Project name or project number (including any associated CGP permit number);
ii:
Project location (including nearest intersection, latitude and longitude, access
point);
iii:
On-site project manager name and contact info;
1v:
Responsible Land Disturber (RLD) name and contact info;
v:
Project description;
vi:
Acreage of disturbance for project;
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vii:
viii:
3.

Project stmt and finish date;
Any variances/exemptions/waivers associated with this project;

Bi-annual project tracking of all regulated land disturbing activities (LOA) must be submitted
to the DEQ by January 15 and July 15 of each year.

Section 62.1-44.15:55.D of the Virginia Erosion m1d Sediment Control law and Section 62.1 -44.15 :31.D
of the Virginia Stormwater Management Act authorizes the state to charge fees for costs incurred in
implementing the standards and specifications progrmn. Please see the enclosed invoice for Annual
Standards and Specifications services .
To ensure an efficient information exchange and response to inquiries, the DEQ Central Office is your
primary point of contact. Central Office staff will coordinate with our Regional Office staff as
appropriate.
Thm1k you very much for your submission and continued efforts to conserve and protect Virginia's
precious natural resources.
Sincerely,

Jaime B. Robb, Manager
Office of Stormwater Management

Cc:

Elizabeth Hester, Elizabeth.L.Hester(ii)dominionenergy.com
Jason Ericson, Jason.P.Ericson@dominionenergy.com
Ben Leach, DEQ-CO
Hannah Zegler, DEQ-CO

Case Decision Information:
As provided by Rule 2A:2 of the Supreme Court of Virginia, you have thirty days from the date of service (the date you
actually received this decision or the date it was mailed to you, whichever occurred first) within which to appeal this
deci sion by filing a notice of appeal in accordance with the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia with the Director,
Department of Environmental Quality. In the event that this decision is served on you by mail, three days are added to that
period.
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ABSTRACT

Dutton + Associates, LLC (D+A) conducted a Pre-Application Analysis (analysis) of cultural
resources for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. The analysis was performed for
Dominion Energy in support of a State Corporation Commission (SCC) application. Portions of
the project are located in both Virginia and West Virginia; however only those portions of the
project within Virginia, including within Rockingham and Augusta Counties are subject to SCC
approval and therefore were included in this analysis. The analysis was completed in
accordance with Virginia Department of Historic Resources' (VDHR) guidance titled
"Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric Transmission Lines and Associated
Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of Virginia" (January 2008).
As part of Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project, Dominion Energy proposes to rebuild an
approximately 64-mile length of transmission line within existing right-of-way (ROW) leading
from the Mount Storm substation in Mount Storm, Grant County, West Virginia, to the Valley
Substation in Weyers Cave, Augusta County, Virginia. Only those portions ofthe project located
within Virginia were subject to this analysis. This includes approximately 30 miles of project
alignment in Rockingham and Augusta counties. A total of261 structures will be replaced on the
line, including 258 brown, weathering steel lattice structures. The new proposed galvanized steel
lattice structures will stand 118 feet tall on average, or about 15 feet taller on average than the
existing structures. The proposed heights are preliminary and are subject to final engineering.
The background research conducted as part ofthis analysis was guided by VDHR guidance and
designed to identify all previously recorded National Historic Landmarks (NHL) located within
1.5-miles of the proposed project, all historic properties listed in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) or battlefields located within I-mile ofthe proposed project, all historic
properties considered eligible for listing in the NRHP located within 0.5-miles of the proposed
project, and all buildings, structures, and archaeological sites located directly within the
proposed project area. Historic properties include architectural and archaeological (terrestrial
and underwater) resources, historic and cultural landscapes, battlefields, and historic districts.
For each historic property within the defined tiers, a review of existing documentation and a
field reconnaissance was undertaken to assess each property's significant character-defining
features, as well as the character ofits current setting.
A review ofthe VDHR Virginia Cultural Resource Information System (V-CRJS) revealed a total
of 164 previously recorded architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project. Of these,
there are no previously recorded NHL 's located within 1.5-miles of the proposed project; no
properties listed in the NRHP within 1.0-mile of the project; and two properties determined
eligible for the NRHP within 0.5-mile ofthe project (the Plecker-Wise House, VDHR# 007-0181)
and the Century House, VDHR# 082-0138). One of these, the Plecker-Wise House (007-0181)
property is directly crossed by the project ROW Based upon field reconnaissance and photo
simulations, it was determined that the existing structures are visible to varying degrees from both
resources and will continue to be visible to varying degrees. Therefore, the Mount Storm-Valley
Rebuild Project will have a minimal impact on the resources surveyed. A summary of our
recommendations are provided in the table below.
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With regards to qrchaeology, V-CRIS revealed that there are nine previously recorded
archeological sites within 1.0-mile of the project area. Site #44RM0378 has not been formally
evaluated for NRHP eligibility and is located within the project ROW Potential impacts to this
site cannot be determined at this time, and measures should be taken to avoid the site during
project work.
A summary offindings and recommendations is provided in the table below.

007-0181

Plecker-Wise House

Eligible

082-0138

Century House

Eligible

44RM0378

Not Evaluated

Minimal
Impact
Minimal
Impact

TBD
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dutton + Associates, LLC (D+A) conducted a Pre-Application Analysis (analysis) of cultural
resources for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project in October 2016 and updated it in August
2018 and March 2019. The analysis was performed for Dominion Energy in support of a State
Corporation Commission (SCC) application. Portions of the project are located in both Virginia
and West Virginia; however only those portions of the project within Virginia, including within
Rockingham and Augusta Counties are subject to SCC approval and therefore were included in
this analysis. The analysis was conducted in accordance with Virginia Department of Historic
Resources' (VDHR) guidance titled Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric

Transmission Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of
Virginia (January 2008).
This analysis was performed at a level that meets the purpose and intent of VDHR's guidance. It
provides information on the presence of previously recorded National Historic Landmark (NHL)
properties located within a 1.5-mile buffer area established around the project area, properties
listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), battlefields, and historic landscapes
located within a I-mile buffer around the project area, and properties previously determined
eligible for listing in the NRHP located within a 0.5-mile buffer area around the project area, and
previously identified archaeological resources directly within the project area. This analysis will
not satisfy Section 106 identification and evaluation requirements in the event federal permits or
licenses are needed; however, it can be used as a planning document to assist in making
decisions under Section 106 as to whether further cultural resource identification efforts may be
warranted.
This report contains a research design which describes the scope and methodology of the
analysis, discussion of previously identified historic properties, and an assessment of potential
impacts. D+A Senior Architectural Historian Robert J. Taylor, Jr. M.A. served as Principal
Investigator and oversaw the general course of the project and supervised all aspects of the work.
Copies of all notes, maps, correspondence, and historical research materials are on file at the
D+A main office in Midlothian, Virginia.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
As part of Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project, Dominion Energy proposes to rebuild an
approximately 64-mile length of transmission line within existing right-of-way (ROW) leading
from the Mount Storm substation in Mount Storm, Grant County, West Virginia, to the Valley
Substation in Weyers Cave, Augusta County, Virginia (Figures 2-1). Only those portions of the
project located within Virginia were subject to this analysis. This includes approximately 30
miles of project alignment in Rockingham and Augusta counties (Figures 2-2 and 2-3). This
project will rebuild an existing 500kV line that has been in operation for over five decades. A
total of 261 structures will be replaced on the line, including 258 brown, weathering steel lattice
structures to be replaced by galvanized steel lattice structures (Figures 2-4 through 2-12).
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Figure 2-3: Virginia portion of the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Google Earth
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Figure 2-4: Existing structures along the Mount Storm-Valley Transmission Line. Source: Dominion
Energy
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Figure 2-5: Existing structures along the Mount Storm-Valley Transmission Line. Source: Dominion
Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/137 - 201
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<THE 5C TOWER FAMJLY HAS 3 SUSPENSION TOWERS THAT HAVE TI-E SAME
GEOMETRY HOWEVER THE INOIV[OUAL MEMBERS VARY SLIGHTLY TO SUPPORT
DIFFERENT SPAN LENGTHS>
d. STRUCTURE MATERIAL ANO RATIONALE FOR Tt£ SELECTION OF SUCH MATERIAL1
GALVAN[ZEO STEEL IS TI-E COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTICE STRUCTURES
e. FOUNDAT)ON MATERIAL1 CONCRETE (REVEAL WILL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f. AVERAGE WIDTH AT CROSSARM: q4.5 FEET
g. AVERAGE WIDTH AT BASE1 31.12 FEET <RANGE zq.37 - 37.25 FEET>
h,MAX.MJN.AND AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEJGHTS1146 FEET.101FEET.ANO 113 FEET
MEASURED FROM GROUNOL[NE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
l• AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH1 1430 FEET <RANGE 400 - 3335 FEET>
J. MINIMUM CONDUCTOR-GROUND CLEARANCE UNDER MAXIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS• 21.q•
ANO 48'AT 120"F PER THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE1 Infol'"mo"tion con'tOined on dl'"owing is 't0 be considered pl'"ehminol'"y
Jn notul'"e ond sabJect 't0 chonge bosed on f1nol design,
Figure 2-6: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/137 - 201

PROPOSED
CIRCU[T
<LINE •550)

5001CV

o. MAPPING

THAT IOENTIFJES EACH PORTION OF THE PREFERRED ROUTE1
SEE ATTACHMENT U.8.5
b.RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF THE STRUCTURE TYPE:
THE 5C TOWER ~AMILV WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED 8V THE COMPANY ANO
MAINTAINS THE C[RCUIT IN THE EXISTING HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMENT
c.NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE ANO LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF THE R/W1
1 5CXHRA ANO 17.5 MILES
tTHE 5C TOWER FAMILY HAS 2 RUNNING ANGLE TOWERS THAT HAVE THE
GEOMETRY HOWEVER Tt£ INO[VJOUAL MEMBERS VARY SLIGHTLY TO SUPPORT
DIFFERENT SPAN LENGTHS>
d.STRUCTURE MATERIAL ANO RATJONALE FOR THE SELECT[ON OF SUCH MATER[AL1
GALVANIZED STEEL JS THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATT[CE STRUCTURES
e, FOUNDATION MATERIAL, CONCRETE !REVEAL W[LL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f.AVERAGE W)OTH AT CROSSARM1q5,q FEET
g. AVERAGE WIDTH AT BASE1 28.44 FEET
h.MAX.MIN.AND AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEIGHTs,q7 FEET.q7 FEET.AND q7 FEET
MEASURED FROM GROUNOLINE AT STRUCTURE CENTERL[NE
1. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH1 1430 FEET (RANGE 400 - 3335 FEET>
J■ MIN[MUM CONDUCTOR-GROUND CLEARANCE UNDER MAXIMUM OPERAT[NG CONDlTIONS: 21.q•
ANO 48'AT 120•F PER THE NAT[ONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE1 [nformet1on cont~Hnad on cre,ong 111 to be conudared prehmmery
1n not.I.re end st.bject to chonge bosed on f1nol design.

Figure 2-7: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/137 - 201

I~
~-

"l0.7'

PROPOSED
5001<V CIRCUIT
<LINE •ssen

~· ~ ~''~1~-

,... :::E:

e

43.24'

:

I

o. MAPPING THAT IDENTIFIES EACH PORTION OF THE PREFERRED ROUTE1

SEE ATTACHMENT 1[.8.5
b.RATIONALE FOR Tt£ SELECT[ON OF Tt£ STRUCTURE TYPE1
THE 5C TOWER FAMILY WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED BY THE COMPANY ANO
MAINTAINS Tt£ CIRCUIT [N THE EXIST[NG HOR[ZONTAL ARRANGEMENT,
FOR DOUBLE OEAOENO TOWERS Tt£ 5C TOWER FAM[LY INCLUDES MOOIFIEO
50E & 5DEA TOWERS TAKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS 5-SERIES TOWER FAMILY.
c.NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE ANO LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF Tl-£ R/W:
5 5VOE ANO 17,5 M[LES

d. STRUCTURE MATERIAL ANO RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF SUCH MATERIAL:
GALVANIZED STEEL IS THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTICE STRUCTURES
e. FOUNOATJON MATERIAL1 CONCRETE <REVEAL WlLL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>

r. AVERAGE

WIDTH AT CROSSARM• q0.1 FEET
g. AVERAGE W[OTH AT BASE: 43.24 FEET <RANGE 33.54 - 58.76 FEET)
h.MAX,MIN,ANO AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEIGHTSa160 FEET.q5 FEET.ANO 121 FEET
MEASURED FROM GROUNOLINE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
1.AVERAGE SPAN LENGTHl1430 FEET CRANGE 400 - 3335 FEET>
J• MINIMUM CONDUCTOR-GROUND CLEARANCE UNDER MAXIMUM OPERATING CONOITIONS1 21.q•
ANO 48' AT 120"F PER THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE, Informeucn coot.e1ned oo drew1n9 :&s 'CO be coos1dered prehm1Nn-y
10 ooture orid sJ:>ject tc chorige bosed on ru..ol design.
Figure 2-8: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/202 - VALLEY

PROPOSED
5001(:V CIRCUJT
<LINE •550>

o.MAPPING THAT ]OENT]FIES EACH PORT[ON OF Tl-£ PREFERRED ROUTE1
SEE ATTACHMENT II.8.5
b.RAT]ONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF Tl-£ STRUCTURE TYPE1
THE 5C TOWER FAM[LY WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED BY THE COMPANY ANO
MA]NTA[NS THE CIRCU[T IN THE EX[STING HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMENT
c.NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE ANO LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF THE R/W1
38 5CLT & 17 5CHT ANO 13■4 M]LES
<Tl-£ 5C TOWER FAM[L Y HAS 3 SUSPENSION TOWERS THAT HAVE Tl-£ SAME
GEOMETRY HOWEVER THE JNOIV[OUAL MEMBERS VARY SLJGHTLY TO SUPPORT
D[FFERENT SPAN LENGTHS>
d. STRUCTURE MATER[AL AND RATIONALE FOR Tl-£ SELECT]ON OF SUCH MATERIAL1
GALVANIZED STEEL IS THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTICE STRUCTURES
e.FOUNOATION MATERIAL:CONCRETE <REVEAL WJLL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f.AVERAGE WIDTH AT CROSSARM1q4.5 FEET
9• AVERAGE WIDTH AT 8ASE1 32.87 FEET <RANGE 2q.37 - 37.25 FEET>
h. MAX. MIN. AND AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEIGHTS: 146 FEET, 101 FEET. ANO 121 FEET
MEASURED FROM OROUNOLINE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
1. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTHa 114q FEET <RANGE 607 - 15q9 FEET>
J. MINIMUM CONDUCTOR-GROUND CLEARANCE UNDER MAXIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS: 27.9'
ANO 48'AT 120*F PER Tl-£ NAT[ONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE1 lnformot&on conunned on dt-owmg H to be comndered prehm1nory
1n nati.re and subject to change bosed on f1nol design.
Figure 2-9: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/202 - VALLEY
q5_q•

PROPOSED
5001<V CIRCUIT
(L[f'E •550>

o. MAPPING THAT IOENTlFIES EACH PORTJON OF THE PREFERRED ROUTE1
SEE ATTACHMENT U.B,5
b.RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTlON OF THE STRUCTURE TYPE1
THE 5C TOWER FAMlLY WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED BY THE COMPANY ANO
MAINTAJNS THE CIRCUIT lN THE EXJSTlNG HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMENT
c,NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE AND LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF THE R/W1
2 5CRA & 1 5CXHRA AND 13.4 MILES
<THE 5C TOWER Ft:IMJLY HAS 2 RUNNING ANGLE TOWERS THAT HAVE THE
GEOMETRY HOWEVER THE INOIVIOUAL MEMBERS VARY SLIGHTLY TO SUPPORT
DIFFERENT SPAN LENGTHS>
d. STRUCTURE MATERJAL ANO RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF SUCH MATERIAL1

GALVAN[ZEO STEEL IS THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTICE STRUCTURES
e. FOUNDATJON MATERIAL1 CONCRETE <REVEAL WILL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f. AVERAGE WIDTH AT CROSSARM: q5.q FEET
g. AVERAGE WlOTH AT 8ASE1 31.45 FEET <RANGE 31.45 - 32.46 FEET>

h, MAX. M]N. ANO AVERAGE STRUCTURE HE]GHTS1117 FEET.112 FEET. ANO 114 FEET
MEASURED FROM GROUNDLlNE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
&. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH1 114q FEET (RANGE 607 - 1sqe FEET>
j. M]NIMUM CONOUCTOR-GROUNO CLEARANCE UNDER MAX]MUM OPERATING CONOITlONS1 21.q•
ANO 48' AT 120"F PER THE NATIONAL ELECTRJCAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE: lr,forroot1or, c0ot.o1r,ed on drow1r,9 is "to be considered prehm1nory
ln no"ture ond subJect "to chonge bosed or, f1nol design.
Figure 2-10: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/202 - VALLEY
-,--

I·=

PROPOSED
500KV CIRCUIT
<LUE •550>

o. MAPPING

THAT IDENTIFIES EACH PORTJON OF THE PREFERRED ROUTE:
SEE ATTACHMENT I[.B.5
b.RATIONALE FOR THE SELECT[ON OF THE STRUCTURE TYPE:
THE 5C TOWER FAM]LY WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED BY THE COMPANY ANO
MAINTAJNS THE CIRCUJT [N THE EXJST[NG HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMEt.JT.
FOR DOUBLE OEADENO TOWERS THE SC TOWER FAMILY INCLUDES MOOJFIEO
50E & 50EA TOWERS TAKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS 5-SERIES TOWER FAMILY.
c.NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE ANO LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF THE R/Wa
2 5VOEA ANO 13.4 MILES
d.STRUCTURE MATERIAL ANO RATIONALE FOR Tt£ SELECTION OF SUCH MATEA]AL1
GALVANIZED STEEL JS THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTJCE STRUCTURES
e. FOUNOATJON MATERIAL: CONCRETE <REVEAL WILL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f.AVERAQE WIDTH AT CROSSARM1qJ.7 FEET
g. AVERAGE WIDTH AT BASE, 43.24 FEET
h.MAX,MIN.ANO AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEIGMTS:120 FEET,120 FEET.AND 120 FEET
MEASURED FROM GROUNOLINE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
1. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH: 114q FEET (RANGE 607 - 1sqa FEET>
J. MINIMUM CONDUCTOR-GROUND CLEARANCE UNDER MAXJMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS: 21.q•
ANO 48' AT 120"F PER THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE, Informotson conto1ned on drawing 1s to be c0ns1derad prahmsnary
U'I

na'b.lre arid subject 1:0 change based on final des1gri.

Figure 2-11: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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STRUCTURE •550/202 - VALLEY
--.-- I~

q0_7•

PROPOSED
CIRCUIT

500KV

(L[tE

~

-~· ::E:

o.MAPPING THAT

J □ENTIFIES

%.,,,.jll,... 37.42'
E

)I

•550)

I

EACH PORT[ON OF TI-E PREFERRED ROUTE:

SEE ATTACHMENT II.8.5
b.RATJONALE FOR THE SELECTION OF TI-E STRUCTURE TYPE:
Tt£ 5C TOWER FAM[LY WAS RECENTLY DEVELOPED BY Tt£ COMPANY ANO
MAINTA[NS THE CIRCU[T IN THE EX[STING HORIZONTAL ARRANGEMENT.
FOR DOUBLE OEADEND TOWERS Tl-£ SC TOWER FAMILY INCLUDES MOO[FIEO
50E & 50EA TOWERS TAKEN FROM THE PREVIOUS 5-SERIES TOWER FAM]LY.
c.NUMBER OF EACH TYPE OF STRUCTURE ANO LENGTH OF EACH PORTION OF THE R/Wt
1 5VOE ANO 13.4 MILES
d.STRUCTURE MATERIAL AND RATIONALE FOR TI-E SELECT[ON OF SUCH MATERIAL:
GALVANIZED STEEL ]S THE COMPANYS STANDARD FOR LATTJCE STRUCTURES
e. FOUNOAT[ON MATERIAL1 CONCRETE <REVEAL WILL VARY BASED ON TERRAIN>
f.AVERAGE WIDTH AT CROSSARM,q0.7 FEET
g. AVERAGE WIDTH AT BASE: 37.42 FEET
h.MAX,MIN.AND AVERAGE STRUCTURE HEIGHTS1105 FEET,105 FEET.AND 105 FEET
MEASURED FROM GAOUNOLINE AT STRUCTURE CENTERLINE
1. AVERAGE SPAN LENGTH, 114q FEET <RANGE 607 - 15q9 FEET>
J• MINIMUM CONOUCTOR-GROUNO CLEARANCE UNDER MAXIMUM OPERATING CONDITIONS1 21.q•
ANO 48'AT 120*F PER TI-E NATIONAL ELECTRICAL SAFETY CODE
NOTE1 Iriformotlon cor,to1ried or, drow1ng 111 to be coruudered prebm1riery
:m nett.re end sl.bJect to chorige bosed on fmol design.
Figure 2-12: Proposed structures for the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project. Source: Dominion Energy
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN
The intent of this effort was to identify all known historic properties within the vicinity of the
proposed project in order to assess them for potential impacts brought about by the project.
Historic properties include architectural and archaeological (terrestrial and underwater)
resources, historic and cultural landscapes, battlefields, and historic districts. For each previously
recorded historic property, an examination of property documentation, current aerial
photography, and a field reconnaissance was undertaken to assess each property's integrity of
feeling, setting, and association, and to provide photo documentation of the property including
views toward the proposed project. The D+A personnel who directed and conducted this survey
meet the professional qualification standards of the Department of the Interior (48 FR 44738-9).
ARCHIVAL RESEARCH

In March 2019, D+A conducted archival research with the goal of identifying all previously
recorded historic properties and any additional historic property locations referred to in historic
documents and other archives, as well as consultation with local informants and other
professionals with intimate knowledge of the project area as appropriate. Background research
was conducted at the VDHR and on the internet and included the following sources:
►

VDHR Virginia Cultural Resource Information System (V-CRIS) site files; and

►

National Park Service (NPS), American Battlefield Protection Program (ABPP), maps
and related documentation.

Data collection was performed according to VDHR guidance in Guidelines for Assessing
Impacts of Proposed Electric Transmission Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic
Resources in the Commonwealth of Virginia (January 2008) and was organized in a multi-tier
approach. As such, the effort was designed to identify all previously recorded NHL's located
within 1.5-miles of the proposed project area, all historic properties listed in the NRHP,
battlefields, and historic landscapes located within I-mile of the project area, all historic
properties previously determined eligible for listing in the NRHP located within 0.5-mile of the
project area, and all properties located directly within the project area.
FIELD RECONNAISSANCE

Field reconnaissance included visual inspection of those previously recorded historic properties
listed in the NRHP located within I-mile of the project area, and all properties considered
eligible for listing in the NRHP within 0.5-mile of the project area. Visual inspection included
digital photo documentation of each property's existing conditions including its setting and
views toward the proposed project. Photographs were taken of primary resource elevations,
general setting, and existing viewsheds. All photographs were taken from public right-of-way or
where property access was granted. No subsurface archaeological testing was conducted as part
of this effort.
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ASSESSMENT OF POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Following identification and field inspection of identified historic properties, D+ A assessed the
potential impacts of the proposed alternatives on each identified historic property. When assessing
impacts, D+A considered those qualities and characteristics that qualify the property for listing in the
NRHP and whether the proposed project had the potential to alter or diminish any aspect of the
property's integrity or its associated significance. Specific attention was given to determining
whether or not the proposed transmission line project would introduce new visual elements into a
property's viewshed, which would either directly or indirectly alter those qualities or characteristics
that qualify the historic property for listing in the NRHP. Identified impacts were characterized and
described utilizing the following scale:
►

No Impact: Project is not visible from property;

►

Minimal Impact: Occur within viewshed that have existing transmission lines, locations
where there will only be a minor change in structure height, and/or views that have been
partially obstructed by intervening topography and vegetation, not out of character with
the existing viewscape;

►

Moderate Impact: Include viewsheds with expansive views of the transmission line,
more dramatic changes in the line and structure height, and/or overall increase in the
visibility of the route from the historic properties, incompatible with character-defining
viewsheds;

►

Severe Impact: Occur within viewsheds that do not have existing transmission lines and
where the views are primarily unobstructed, locations where there will be a dramatic
increase in structure visibility due to the close proximity of the route to historic
properties, and view sheds where the visual instruction of the transmission line is a
significant change in the setting of historic properties, incompatible with character
defining viewshed or setting.

Photo simulations were provided from Dominion Energy from select previously recorded properties.
REPORT PREPARATION

The results of the archival resource, field inspection, and analysis were synthesized and
summarized in a summary report accompanied by maps, illustrations, and photographs as
appropriate. All research material and documentation generated by this project is on file at
D+A's office in Midlothian, Virginia.
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4. ARCHIVAL RESEARCH
This section includes a summary of efforts to identify previously known and recorded cultural
resources within the tiered project buffers. It includes lists, maps, and descriptive data on all
previously conducted cultural resource surveys, and previously recorded architectural resources
and archaeological sites according to the VDHR archives and V-CRIS database.
PREVIOUSLY SURVEYED AREAS

V-CRIS records reveal just one prior mapped Phase I archaeological survey that has included
portions of the project area. Records reveal several additional architectural resource surveys that
may likely have included portions of the project area, many of which were county-wide efforts;
but were not formally mapped in the VDHR archives. The one mapped previously conducted
cultural resource survey is listed in Table 4-1 and illustrated in Figure 4-1.

RM-041

A Phase I Cultural Resource Survey Of The Proposed
Route 748 Project, Rockingham County, Virginia

William and Mary
Center for
Archaeological Research

1993
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Figure 4-1: Previously conducted surveys within the vicinity of the project area. Source: V-CRIS
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ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES

Following VDHR guidance, a review of VDHR V-CRIS inventory records was undertaken to
identify all previously recorded National Historic Landmarks (NHL) located within 1.5-miles of
the proposed project, all historic properties listed in the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) or battlefields located within I-mile of the proposed project, all historic properties
considered eligible for listing in the NRHP located within 0.5-mile of the proposed project.
There are 164 previously recorded architectural resources located 1.5-miles of the proposed
project. Of these, there are no NHLs located within 1.5-miles of the proposed project, no
properties that are listed in the NRHP within 1.0-mile of the project, and two properties that have
been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP within 0.5-mile of the project alignment. The
two NRHP-eligible properties within 0.5-mile of the project ali gnment include the Plecker-Wise
House (VDHR# 007-01 81) and the Century House (VDHR# 082-0138). Both of these resources
consist of nineteenth century farmsteads .
Table 4-2 provides a list of all previously recorded architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the
project area and Table 4-4 lists battlefields and NRHP-li sted and eligible resources within their
respective buffered tiers . A map of all previously recorded architectural resources within I.S 
miles of the project is depicted in Figures 4-2 through 4-5 and NRHP-listed or eligible resources
are depicted in Figures 4-6 through 4-9.
Table 4-2: Previously recorded architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project area. Resom·ces
h"1g1hr1g1h te d orange denote sites
.
d etermme
. d e r1g1"bl e f or t he NRHP th at are w1"th"m 0.5 -m1·1 e o f t he pro.1ect
.
area.

VDHR#
007-0181
007-0182
007-0183
007-0206
007-0226
007-0330
007-0339
007-0341
007-0346
007-0349
007-0365
007-0391
007-0392
007-0394
007-0396
007-1099
007-1170
007-5074

Resource Name/ Address
Blaecher, Jacob, House (Historic), Blecker House (Historic), Plecker
House (Historic), Plecker-Wise House (Historic/Current)
Craun, Samuel, House (Historic), Landes, Raymond E., House
(Current)
Hawkins, W.H., House (Historic/Current)
Hubert Wise House (Current), Seawright-Wise House
(Historic/Current)
Hawkins, David, House (Historic/Current)
Cramer, L.K ., House (Current)
Huffman, Paul , House (Current)
Ivy Dell Acres (Current)
Maple Spring Farm (Current), Old Franks House (Historic)
Morris, B.R., Farm (Current)
Evers Farm (Historic), Farm, Route 646 (Function/Location), Glick
Farm (Historic), Tory Farm (Current)
Karsh House (Historic), Kersh House (Current)
Wright, Richard, House (Historic/Current)
Hillside Acres (Current), O'Baugh House (Historic)
Saftely Tenant House (Historic), Towle House (Current)
Croushorn, Lottie, House (Current)
Centerville United Methodist Church (Current)
Bridge #6212, Route 747, Cattle Pass (Function/Location)

NRHP Status
DHR Staff:

Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff:
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
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VDHR#

-

-- - ~ -

Resource Name/ Address

NRHP Status
Eligible

007-5104

Bywaters Cemetery (Current)

007-5131

Farm, Route 646 (Function/Location)

007-5190

House, 2323 Fadley Road (Function/Location)

007-5191

House, 2329 Fadley Road (Function/Location)

007-5192

House, 2347 Fadley Road (Function/Location)

007-5193

House, 1826 Ridge Road (Function/Location)

007-5241

Chesapeake Western RR (Historic)

007-5456

Bridge #6225 , Grattan Hill Rd (Rt 696) (Function/Location)

007-5767
007-5758
007-5769
007-5770
007-5771
007-5772

House, 674 Burketown Road (Function/Location)
House, 410 Burketown Road (Function/Location)

007-5773
082-0016
082-0077
082-0090
082-0095
082-0126
082-0128
082-0138

082-0142
082-0143
082-0144
082-0147
082-0148
082-0149
082-0151
082-0152
082-0153

House, 317 Coffman Road (Function/Location)
House, 474 Stonewall Road (Function/Location)
House, 409 Stonewall Road (Function/Location)
House, 403 Stonewall Road (Function/Location)
Farm, 85 Stonewall Road (Function/Location), Ridge View Farm
(Current Name)
Miller House (Historic), Onyxford (Current)
"The Painted House" (Historic), Rice House (Historic/Current)
Speck, Maiiin, House (Historic/Current)
Campbell House (Historic)
Armstrong, Eldon W., House (Historic)
Bridge #6095 , Thomas Spring Rd (Rt 748), Spring Creek
(Function/Location), Spring Creek Bridge (Historic/Current)
Century House (Historic/Current), Revercomb House (Historic)
Clover Hill Methodist Church (Historic), Clover Hill United
Methodist Church (Current)
Clover Hill Store Site (Historic)
Funkhouser House (Historic), Funkhouser, John H., House
(Historic/Current)
Hoover, Isaac, House (Historic/Current)
Joseph-Pharus House (Historic/Current)
Arey, John, House (Historic/Current)
Lilly, William, House (Current)
Ritchie, D.E., House (Current)
Sipe Store (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff:
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
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082-0154
082-0161
082-0162

Quick, James, House (Current)
Floyd, D.E., House (Current), House, Route 613 (Current)
Clover Hill School (Historic/Current)

082-0163

Hugh Devier House, 6389 Spring Creek Rd (Historic/Location)

082-0166
082-0167

082-0170
082-0173

Soule, Grasty, House (Historic)
Guyer House (Historic)
Hedrick, Cora, House (Current), House, Route 731
(Function/Location)
Garber, Solomon, House (Current)
Beaver Creek Church of the Brethren (Historic/Current)

082-0174

Beaver Creek Steel Truss Bridge (Historic/Current)

082-0178
082-0179
082-0180
082-0182
082-0183
082-0185
082-0186
082-0187
082-0188
082-0189

St. Michael's Church (Current), Wise's Meeting House (Historic)
Wise House (Historic), Wise, Samuel, House (Current)
Miller-Huffman House (Current)
Click, Jacob, House (Current), Click, Jacob, House (Historic)
Click, Abram, House (Historic/Current)
Miller, Isaac, House (Historic), Miller-Wright House (Current)
Thomas, Jacob, House (Historic)
Weaver, Solomon, House (Historic)
Wenger, Daniel, House (Historic)
Weaver, Daniel, House (Historic)

082-0190

Ringgold, A.S., House (Historic)

082-0191
082-0192

Spring Creek Cooperative Farm Store (Historic/Current)
Eavers, David, House (Current), House, Route 752 (Current)

082-0193

Martin Miller House (Historic/Current)

082-0194
082-0195
082-0196
082-0197
082-0198
082-0202
082-0203
082-0204
082-0205
082-0206

Spring Creek Methodist Church (Historic/Current)
Flory, D.C., House (Current), House, Route 748 (Current)
Spring Creek Community Hall and Lodge (Historic)
Chandler, Dick, House (Current)
Graham House (Historic)
Blakemore, Will, House (Current)
McGlaughlin House (Current)
Swecker, William, House (Current), Weaver, Jacob, House (Historic)
Heatwole, Charlie, House (Current)
Heatwole, Sam, House (Historic/Current)

082-0207

Spring Creek Mill (Historic/Current)

082-0169

/TN~Stifgs;t
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff:
Potentially
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff:
Potentially
Eligible
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082-0211

House, 3621 Silver Creek Road (Function/Location), Keller House
(Historic), Peter Cline House (Historic/Current)
Hoover-Shifflet House (Current)

082-0212

Muddy Creek Steel Truss Bridge (Current)

082-0213

082-0217

Peake Mennonite Church (Historic/Current)
House, Route 727 (Current), Miller, Daniel, House (Current), Miller,
Daniel, House (Historic)
Harmon, Simon, House (Current), House, Route 33 (Current)

082-0218

Revercomb's Store (Current), Store, Route 33 (Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0219

Cline, Anna, House (Current), House, Route 613 (Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0221

Wright House (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0242

Harper, Delmer, House (Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0243

Harper, Jacob, House (Historic/Current)
Bridge Site, Route 613 and 726 (Function/Location), War Branch
Steel Truss Bridge Site (Current)
Miller, Jacob, House (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0267

Rushville Dry River Truss Bridge (Current)
Melvin Heatwole House (Historic/Current), Susan G. Heatwole
House (Current)
Simmer's Mill (Historic)

Not Evaluated
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated

082-0271

Bank Mennonite Church (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0272

Riverside Mennonite School (Current), Riverside School (Historic)

Not Evaluated

082-0276

Not Evaluated

082-0278

Arey, Mary Warren, House (Historic/Current)
Arey, George, House Site (Historic), Burkholder, Mary E., House
(Historic/Current)
Riverdale Church (Historic/Current)

082-0279

Arlie Glick House (Historic/Current)

082-0280

Glick's Cannery & Mill Site (Current)

082-0282

Jacob S. Heatwole House (Historic/Current)

082-0208

082-0216

082-0249
082-0252
082-0259
082-0261

082-0277

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible

082-0290

Mt. Horeb United Brethren Church (Historic), Mt. Horeb United
Methodist Church (Current)
Dundore, Jacob, House (Historic)

Not Evaluated

082-0291

Shiflett, Hardy, House (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0292

Whitmer, William, House (Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0293

Showalter, Adam, House (Historic)

Not Evaluated

082-0295

Wilfong's Grocery (Historic/Current)

Not Evaluated

082-0296

Montezuma Hall (Current)
Montezuma Garage (Historic), Montezuma Garage and Country Store
(Current)
Gibbons, George R., House (Historic), Locust Dale (Historic), Locust

Not Evaluated

082-0286

082-0297
082-0298

Not Evaluated

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
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Dale Farm (Historic)
082-0300
082-0302

Long, S.E., House (Historic)
Wean, C.J., House (Current)

082-0306

Koogler-Heatwole (Current)

082-0307

Round Hill Steel Truss Railroad Bridge Site (Current)

082-0322

Bridgewater North River Bridge (Current)

082-0324

Spring Creek Historic District (Descriptive)

082-0639

Bridgewater Dam (Historic)

082-5018

Bridge #6617 (Current)

082-5044

Bridge #6079 (Current)

082-5053

Bridge #1020, War Branch, Route 33 (Function/Location)

082-5102
082-5103
082-5114
082-5117
082-5118
082-5119
082-5121
082-5122
082-5124
082-5125
082-5126
082-5127
082-5133

House, 8333 Centerville Road (Function/Location), House, 8333
State Route 699 (Historic)
House, 8649 State Route 42 (Historic), House, 8649 Warm Springs
Road (Function/Location)
House, 9129 Kiser Road (Function/Location), House, 9129 State
Route 696 (Historic)
House, 8340 State Route 698 (Historic), House, 8340 Wise Hollow
Road (Function/Location)
House, 8610 State Route 698 (Historic), House, 8610 Wise Hollow
Road (Function/Location)
House, 9259 Centerville Road (Function/Location), House, 9259
State Route 699 (Historic)
House, 9261 Centerville Road (Function/Location)
House, 3522 Lumber Mill Road (Function/Location), House, 3522
State Route 734 (Historic)
Mount Bethel Church of the Brethren (Historic)
Mount Olive Presbyterian Church (Historic/Current)
Cemetery, 9000 Block Robinson Road, South side
(Function/Location), Cemetery, 9000 Block State Route 742, South
side (Historic)
Oak Grove Cemetery (Historic/Current)
House, 6939 Majestic View Road (Function/Location), Oakland
View School (Historic)

082-5224

House, Rt. 744 (Function/Location)

082-5225

House, Rt. 744 (Function/Location)

082-5226

House, Rt. 744 (Function/Location)

082-5236

Barn and silos, Rts. 744 & 745 (Function/Location)

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
OHR Board Det.
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
OHR Staff: Not
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082-5237

House, Rt. 744 (Function/Location)

082-5238

Wilfong House (Historic)

082-5271

Frank Glick House (Historic), House, 6347 West Dry River Road
(Function/Location)

082-5442

House, 7007 Mossy Creek Road (Function/Location)

082-5472

Coakley Fann (Historic/Current)

082-5477

Bridge No. #6546, Route 743 (Function/Location)

082-5649

House, 7683 Horeb Church Road (Route 732) (Function/Location)

082-5668

House, 5589 Mossy Creek Road (Function/Location)
J.G. Brown House (Historic), Riddleberger House, 111 S Main St
(Historic/Location)

176-0001
176-0003
176-0005
176-0006
176-0008
176-0009
176-0010
176-0012
176-0013
176-5003
176-5005
176-5006

Bridgewater Historic District (NRHP Listing)

Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
NRHP Listing,
VLR Listing

Gordon House, 218 South Main Street (Historic/Location), Reverend
Not Evaluated
John Brown House (Historic)
Not Evaluated
St. Clair Kyle House (Historic)
Not Evaluated
Dinkle, John, House (Historic)
Loose, J.S., House (Historic/Current)
Not Evaluated
Brown, Dr. T.H.B., House (Current)
Not Evaluated
Dinkle, Jacob, House (Current)
Not Evaluated
Sanger, S.F., House (Historic/Current)
Not Evaluated
House, 115 Broad Street (Function/Location)
Not Evaluated
Christian Lantz House (Historic), House, 211 W. Riverside Dr.
Not Evaluated
(Function/Location), Paul & Beulah Payne House (Current)
Bridgewater Battlefield (Historic), Civil War Skirmish at Bridgewater DHR Staff: Not
Eligible
(Descriptive)
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Figure 4-2: All previously identified architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project area (Map 1 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-3 : All previously identified architectural resources within LS-miles of the project area (Map 2 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-4: All previously identified architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project area (Map 3 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-5: All previously identified architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project area (Map 4 of
4). Source: V-CRJS
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Figure 4-6: NRHP-listed and eligible architectural resources within LO-mile of the project area (Map 1 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4- 7: NRHP-listed and eligible architectural resources within 1.0-mile of the project area (Map 2 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-8: NRHP-Iisted and eligible architectural resources within 1.0-mile of the project area (Map 3 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-9: NRHP-listed and eligible arch itectural resources within 1.0-mile of the project area (Map 4 of
4). Source: V-CRIS
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NPS AMERICAN BATTLEFIELD PROTECTION PROGRAM

(ABPP)

A review of the NPS ABPP records and maps prepared by the Civil War Sites Advisory
Commission (CWSAC) were reviewed and revealed no designated battlefield areas are located
within I-mile of the project area.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

Review of the VDHR V-CRIS records reveals there are nine (9) previously recorded
archaeological sites within I-mile of the project area. These include prehistoric lithic scatters,
camps, and a rockshelter; as well as a historic domestic site, mill, and two pottery kiln sites. Of
these, none have been determined eligible for listing in the NRHP. Two sites have been
determined not eligible for listing, and the remaining sites have not been formally evaluated. One
of these sites (44RM0378- a prehistoric camp) is located directly within the project ROW.
Table 4-3 lists the previously recorded archaeological resources within one-mile of the project
area and Table 4-4 lists those resources directly within the project ROW . Figures 4-10 through 4
13 illustrate the locations of all previously recorded sites in relation to the project area and Figure
4-14 illustrates a detailed location of the one site located within or immediately adjacent to the
project ROW.
Table 4-3: Previously recorded archaeological resources within 1.0 mile of the project area (bold listings
denote sites determined elieible for the NRHP).

VDHR

ID#

Site Name

Type

44RM0326

n/a

Cave

44RM0378

n/a

Camp, temporary

44RM0379

n/a

Dwelling, single

44RM0380

n/a

Camp, temporary

44RM0383

n/a

Camp, Trash
scatter

44RM0384

n/a

Camp, Trash
scatter

44RM0402

n/a

Mill

44RM0430

Morris Pottery

Kiln, pottery, Other

44RM0508

Heatwole
Pottery

Kiln, pottery

Temporal Association

Historic/Unknown,
Prehistoric/Unknown (15000
B.C. - 1606 A.D.)
Prehistoric/Unknown ( 15000
B.C. - 1606 A.O.)
20th Century (1900 - 1999)
Prehistoric/Unknown ( 15000
B.C. - 1606 A.O.)
Prehistoric/Unknown ( 15000
B.C. - 1606 A.D.), 19th
Century: 4th quarter (1875 1899), 20th Century: I st half
(I 900 - I 949)
Prehistoric/Unknown ( 15000
B.C. - 1606 A.O.), 19th
Century: 4th quarter (1875 1899)
19th Century: 2nd half ( 1850
- 1899)
Reconstruction and Growth
(1866-1916)
Reconstruction and Growth
(1866-1916)

NRHP Status

Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated

OHR Staff: Not
Eligible

OHR Staff: Not
Eligible
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
Not Evaluated
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Figure 4-10: Previously recorded archaeological resources located within 1.0-miles of project area (Map 1
of 4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-11: Previously recorded archaeological resources located within LO-miles of project area (Map 2
of 4). Source: V-C RI S
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Figure 4-12: Previously recorded archaeological resources located within 1.0-miles of project area (Map 3
of 4). Source: V-CRIS
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Figure 4-13: Previously recorded archaeological resources located within LO-miles of project area (Map 4
of 4). Source: V-CRIS
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Table 4-4: Previously recorded resources within their respective tiered buffer zones for the Mt. Storm
Rebuild Project as specified in the VDHR Guidelines for Assessing Impacts of Proposed Electric
Transmission Lines and Associated Facilities on Historic Resources in the Commonwealth of Vir inia

1.0

0.5

0.0 (within
project area)

National Register
Properties (Listed)

None

NIA

Battlefields

None

NIA

Historic Landscapes

None

NIA

007-0181

Plecker-Wise House

082-0138

Century House

44RM0378

Prehistoric Camp Site

National Register
Eligible

Above Resources and
Historic or
Archaeological Sites
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5. RESULTS OF FIELD RECONNAISSANCE
In accordance with the VDHR guidelines for assessing impacts of proposed electric transmission
lines on historic resources, each of the previously recorded historic propetiies either listed or
determined eligible for listing in the NRHP located within I-mile or 0.5 miles of the project were
field verified for existing conditions and photo documented. The results of the field
reconnaissance for each resource are summarized below.
PLECKER-WISE HOUSE (VDHR ID# 007-0181)

Representative view of the Plecker-Wise House (left) and location of the resource (blue) in relation to the
project ROW (purple).

The Plecker-Wise House is an early nineteenth century farmstead located in 1101thern Augusta
County. The primary dwelling is a two-story, five-bay brick I-house that was expanded and
remodeled to reflect changing architectural tastes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. The original Federal Style-influenced brick home was enlarged circa 1893 with a two
story frame ell, originally built as a separate house on the same farm circa 1885 and moved to the
rear of the building. Circa 1925, a shingled cross-gable and Eastlake trim was added on the front
and side gables, and a new wrap-around porch was appended.
According to previous studies, the interior of the Plecker-Wise House remains as "one of the
best-preserved and most spectacular examples of the bright polychromy--graining, marbelizing,
and spongework--and is one of only two examples in the county which retains this lively,
colorful interior decoration hidden inconspicuously in a "popular" brick I-house form. " The
quality and quantity of the decoration, particularly of the spongework, and the presence of
traditional German folk art motifs, such as the birds in the passage wainscotting, make the
Plecker-Wise House a particularly unusual work of art which has intense significance beyond the
survival of its polychromy or its local recognition as one of the earliest brick I-houses in the
community. For these reasons, the Plecker-Wise House was determined eligible for listing in the
NRHP by VDHR in 1979.
The Plecker-Wise House is located on a 216-acre property at 84 Wise Hollow Road tucked into a
cove of Wise Hollow in 1101ihern Augusta County. The home is located at the end of a long
driveway that cuts through the rolling and generally open property. Sited around the home are a
variety of historic domestic and agricultural outbuildings including a large bank barn. Previous
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survey efforts noted that these outbuildings are significant for representing local building
traditions.
The project alignment crosses through agricultural fields on the Plecker-Wise House property in
front of the house with three existing structures located directly on the property. The nearest
existing structure is roughly 1,250 feet (±0.24 miles) from the house. The two other existing
structures are roughly 1,500 feet (±0.29 miles) and 1,960 feet (±0.37 miles) away respectively.
The existing structures range in height from 105 feet to 140 feet with proposed structure heights
ranging from 111 feet to 146 feet (Table 5-1 ). These proposed heights are preliminary and are
subject to final engineering.
.. ·t 0 fth e Pleck er-w·1se House.
. th e VICIUl[V
T a ble 5- 1: E xis
. fmg an d propose m orma f10n f or st ruetures m

Structure#

Distance from House

550/253
550/254
550/255

±1,500 feet (±0.29 miles
±1,250 feet (±0.24 miles)
±1,960 feet (±0.37 miles)

Existing
Height
110 feet
140 feet
105 feet

Proposed Height
(Subject to Final Engineering)

121 feet
146 feet
111 feet

In order to assess the potential impact of the proposed project, visual inspection was conducted
of the setting around the resource property with emphasis on views towards the project
alignment. Photos 1 through 6 are representative photographs of the Plecker-Wise House as well
as those taken from locations within the property towards the project alignment. Figure 5-1
depicts the location of the resource in relation to the project alignment and viewshed buffers, and
illustrates the location and direction of all photos and the photosimulation. One photosimulation
was taken looking north from Wise Hollow Road at the end of the drive leading to the Plecker
Wise House (Figure 5-2).
Visual impacts are defined as the introduction of visual elements that might diminish or alter the
setting of any historic property listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP. This is only the case
if the setting is a character-defining feature of the property and contributes to its NRHP
eligibility. The Plecker-Wise House is considered significant as an early nineteenth century
farmstead for its high-degree of architectural merit and integrity representative of period cultural
influences. As such, setting is a component of its significance; however not a primary aspect of
it. The property does retain and continues to convey its rural setting surrounded by open
agricultural fields, despite the existing presence of a transmission line and three structures
located immediately within the property boundary.
As photographs from the resource show, the existing line and all three structures, plus several
additional structures beyond the property boundary, are already clearly visible from the house
and at most locations throughout the property. The photosimulation revealed that multiple
transmission structures are visible as they cross open agricultural fields. Simulated views of the
proposed structures similarly reveal that the proposed structures are visible from this location.
The increase in height may introduce a slight change in visibility however such a change would
cumulatively be minimal due to the existing visibility of the line from the resource. As such, it is
recommended that the proposed project will have a minimal impact on the Plecker-Wise House.
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Figure 5-1: Location and directions of photographs (yellow) of and from the Plecker-Wise House
towards the project alignment (purple). Location and direction of photosimulation (green).

Photo I: View of Plecker-Wise House, facing no11hwest.
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Photo 2: View of Plecker-Wise House and barn, facing northwest.

Photo 3: View Plecker-Wise House homesite, facing northwest.
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Photo 4: View from driveway facing north towards the project alignment and structure
approximately 0.24 miles away (red arrow). The existing transmission line and structures are
currently visible.

I

I

Photo 5: View from driveway facing northwest towards the project alignment and existing structures
approximately 0.24 and 0.46 miles away (red arrows). The existing transmission line and structures
are currently visible.
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Photo 6: View from driveway facing southeast towards the project alignment and existing structures
approximately 0.16, 0.24 and 0.48 miles away (red arrows). The existing transmission line and
structures are currently visible.
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CENTURY HOUSE (VDHR ID# 082-0138)

Representative view of the Century House (left) and location of the resource (blue) in relation to the project
ROW (purple).

The Century House is a third-qum1er nineteenth century double front entry, double-pile plan
farmstead. The brick home is laid in a Flemish Bond and rests on a stacked field stone
foundation. It is ornamented with a brick cornice and decorative gable brackets and scrollwork. It
is noted as being one of only several brick homes from this period in the Ottobine and Spring
Creek area and a unique example of a double front-entry plan with a double-pile form. It was
also noted that the home features a very rare staggered Flemish Bond fa<;;ade along with a molded
brick cornice. The building retains a high degree of architectural merit and integrity. As such, the
resource was detennined eligible for listing in the NRHP by VDHR in 2004.
The Century House is located on a 28-acre property at 3557 Dry Hollow Road in the Ottobine
vicinity of southern Rockingham County. The home is set near the road with a complex of barns
and agricultural buildings to the side. Surrounding the home are rolling and open agricultural
fields.
The project alignment is located roughly 0.44 mi les to the east side of the Century House. The
nearest existing structure is roughly 2,360 feet (±0.45 miles) from the house and roughly 2,040
feet (0 .39 miles) from the nearest barn on the property. The next nearest structure is nearly one
half mile from the house. These existing structures range in height from 130 feet to 135 feet
with proposed structure heights of 141 feet to 136 feet, respectively (Table 5-2). These proposed
heights are preliminary and are subject to final engineering.
Table 5-2 : Existin2 and proposed information for structures in the vicinity of the Century House.

Structure#

Distance from House

550/227
550/228

±2,360 feet (±0.45 miles
±2,600 feet (±0.49 miles)

Existing
Height
130 feet
135 feet

Proposed Height
(Subject to Final Engineering)

141 feet
136 feet

In order to assess the potential impact of the proposed project, visual inspection was conducted
of the setting around the resource property with emphasis on views towards the project
alignment. Photos 1 through 5 are representative photographs of the Century House as well as
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those taken from locations within the property towards the project alignment. Figure 5-3 depicts
the location of the resource in relation to the project alignment and viewshed buffers, and
illustrates the location and direction of all photos and the photosimulation. One photosimulation
was taken looking southeast from Dry Hollow Road at the end of the drive leading to the
Century House (Figure 5-4).
Visual impacts are defined as the introduction of visual elements that might diminish or alter the
setting of any historic prope1ty listed on or eligible for listing on the NRHP. This is only the case
if the setting is a character-defining feature of the property and contributes to its NRHP
eligibility. The Century House is considered significant as an early nineteenth century farmstead
for its high-degree of rare and unique architectural merit. As such, setting is a minor component
of its significance; but not a primary aspect of it. The property does retain and continues to
convey its rural setting surrounded by open agricultural fields, despite the existing presence of
the transmission line beyond the property line. A tree line is set along the border of the property
between the building complex and the transmission line.
As photographs from the resource show, the existing line and two structures are visible along an
existing tree line. This is reinforced by the photosimulation. With its minimal increase in height,
simulated views of the proposed structures similarly reveal that the proposed structures will
continue to be visible along the tree line. The increase in height may introduce a slight change in
visibility however such a change would cumulatively be minimal due to the existing visibility of
the line from the resource. As such, it is recommended that the proposed project will have a
minimal impact on the Century House.

Figure 5-3: Location and directions of photographs (yellow) of and from the Century House towards the
project alignment (purple). Location and direction of photosimulation (green).
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Photo I: View of Century House, facing southeast.

Photo 2: View of Century Farm setting and property, facing south.
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Photo 3: View of Century Farm rear, facing northeast.

Photo 4: View from Century House northeast towards the project alignment and structure
approximately 0.44 miles away. The existing transmission line and structure is currently visible (red
arrow).
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Photo 5: View from Century House east towards the project alignment and structure approximately
0.49 miles away. The existing transmission line and structure is currently visible (red arrow).
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Fig ure 5-4: Existin g view and photo simulation from Dry Hollow Road. Source: Dominion Energy
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The proposed project includes the rebuilding of the Mount Storm-Valley 500kV Transmission
Line, a 64-mile length within existing ROW between the Mount Storm substation in Mount
Storm, Grant County, West Virginia, to the Valley Substation in Weyers Cave, Augusta
County, Virginia. A total of 261 structures will be replaced on the line, including 258 brown,
weathering steel lattice structures. The new proposed galvanized steel lattice structures will
stand 118 feet tall on average, or about 15 feet taller on average than the existing structures.
The proposed heights are preliminary and are subject to final engineering.
The background research conducted as part of this analysis was guided by VDHR guidance
and designed to identify all previously recorded National Historic Landmarks (NHL) located
within 1.5-miles of the proposed project, all historic properties listed in the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP) or battlefields located within I-mile of the proposed project, all
historic properties considered eligible for listing in the NRHP located within 0.5-miles of the
proposed project, and all buildings, structures, and archaeological sites located directly within
the proposed project area. Historic properties include architectural and archaeological
(terrestrial and underwater) resources, historic and cultural landscapes, battlefields, and
historic districts. For each historic property within the defined tiers, a review of existing
documentation and a field reconnaissance was unde1iaken to assess each prope1iy's significant
character-defining features, as well as the character of its current setting.
A review of the VDHR Virginia Cultural Resource Information System (V -CRIS) revealed a
total of 164 previously recorded architectural resources within 1.5-miles of the project. Of
these, there are no previously recorded NHL's located within 1.5-miles of the proposed
project; no properties listed in the NRHP within 1.0-mile of the project; and two properties
determined eligible for the NRHP within 0.5-mile of the project (the Plecker-Wise House,
VDHR# 007-0181) and the Century House, VDHR# 082-0138). One of these, the Plecker
Wise House (007-0181) property is directly crossed by the project ROW. Based upon field
reconnaissance and photo simulations, it was determined that the existing structures are visible to
varying degrees from both resources and will continue to be visible to varying degrees. Therefore,
the Mount Storm-Valley Rebuild Project will have a minimal impact on the resources surveyed. A
summary of our recommendations are provided in the table below.
With regards to archaeology, V-CRIS revealed that there are nine previously recorded
archeological sites within 1.0-mile of the project area. Site #44RM0378 has not been formally
evaluated for NRHP eligibility and is located within the project ROW. Potential impacts to
this site cannot be determined at this time, and measures should be taken to avoid the site
during project work.
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007-0181

Plecker-Wise House

Eligible

082-0138

Century House

Eligible

Minimal
Impact
Minimal
Im act
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VIRGINIA OUTDOORS
FOUNDATION

June 11, 2018
Mr. Jason E. Williams
Dominion Energy
5000 Dominion Boulevard
Glen Allen, VA 23060

RE:

Mount Storm-Valley 500 kV Transmission Improvement Project

Dear Mr. Williams:
The Virginia Outdoors Foundation (VOF) thanks you for the advance notice of the above
referenced project and the opportunity to provide direct comments regarding upgrades to this
electric transmission corridor running through Augusta and Rockingham counties in Virginia.
Based on the correspondence received on May 15, 2018, the current Mount Storm-Valley 500 kV
transmission line (Line #550) has been in operation since 1965 and needs to be replaced to
maintain reliability for Dominion's customers. Dominion Energy is proposing to demolish and
rebuild the entire length of Line #550 in the portion that runs through Augusta and Rockingham
counties within an existing cleared and maintained transmission line right-of-way (ROW) corridor,
and has asked VOF to submit comments or additional information which may have bearing on the
proposed project. Please accept these comments in response to your inquiry.
VOF, an agency of the Commonwealth, was established by the General Assembly in 1966
to promote the preservation of Virginia's natural and cultural resources by encouraging
private philanthropy in fulfillment of state policy. As a result of Virginia's commitment to
ensure a vibrant natural environment for today and future generations, VOF owns
thousands of acres managed for public access and holds more than 4,000 open-space
easements across the Commonwealth, which protect over 820,000 acres.
An open-space easement is a legal interest in real property that creates a relationship
between the holders of the easement and the prope1ty owner. By means of the easement,
VOF has an interest in specific conservation values of the prope1ty and a legal obligation
to protect these values. VOF easements provide important public benefits by protecting in
perpetuity significant tracts of mostly undeveloped land which may contribute to the
protection of water quality, productive soils, natural heritage resources, historic resources,
and scenic viewsheds. VOF easements represent over $1 billion of public investment and
fulfillment of Title XI of the Virginia Constitution and other public policies to ensure
conservation of natural and cultural resources.
VOF holds open~space easements on seven propetiies within 1.5 miles ofthe transmission
line. Ofthose seven properties, the line physically comes within 1,000 feet ofone prope1ty
virginiaoutdoorsfoundation.org
103 East Beverley Street, Suite B, Staunton, VA 24401
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within the existing Mount Storm-Valley ROW where it terminates at the existing Valley
substation. This easement directly and indirectly protects numerous conservation values
for the benefit of the public and contributes to the overall high quality of life in the
Commonwealth. As such, VOF is concerned about the potential characteristics of the
proposed replacement structures and associated project components.
We strongly advocate for the replacement structures and the associated project components
to have less of a presence on the landscape, or at the least, mimic the characteristics of the
existing towers in height, size and color, specifically regarding reflectivity.
Thank you for the notice and we look forward to working with you and Dominion Energy in the
continued planning and evolution of this project. If you have any further questions or comments,
please feel free to contact me at (540) 430-0292 or at hhibbiUs@vofonline.org.
Sincerely,

Harry Hibbitts
Assistant Director ofStewardship

CC: Martha Little, VOF Deputy Director

virginiaoutdoorsfoundation.org
103 East Beverley Street, Suite B, Staunton, VA 24401
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
Department o_fAviation

\fa:-k K. I I:, nn
i l:rc\,,·tt1r

5702 G11/fi1rcam Road
Rid11110nd, Virginia .23250-2421
May 14, 2018

Mr. Stefan Brooks
Dominion Energy Virginia
701 East Cary Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
RE:

Mount Storm-Valley S00kV Transmission Improvement Project

Dear Mr. Brooks:
The Virginia Department of Aviation received your May 8, 2018 letter requesting our review and
comment on the above referenced project. It appears a portion of the existing transmission line in
located within 20,000 linear feet of the Bridgewater Airport. This will require a 7460 form to be
submitted to the Federal Aviation Administration in order to ensure the proposed development will not
result in a hazard to air navigation. It should be noted that the 7460 form should also reference any
structure, permanent or temporary, that will exceed 200'above ground level (agl).
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact me at (804) 236-3638.

'

12~

S. Scott De ny
Senior Aviation Pia ne
Virginia Departm~f Aviation

100 DOAVAS 20180514 Dominion Mount Storm SOOkV Transmission line Replacement Comment Letter
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ASAC SITE SPECIFIC EVALUATION
FOR
Site Name: 500 Kv 64 mile line
Site Number:
Site Location: VA

Requestors Name: Stefan Brooks
Company Name: Dominion Energy
Street Address: 10900 Nuckols Road
City and Zip: Glen Allen, VA. 23060
This is an evaluation based on application of surfaces identified in Federal
Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77 and Federal Communication Commission
(FCC) Rules Part 17.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,. The max height that can be built at this site without notice to the FAA
is 0 feet AGL or 1305 feet AMSL. Any structure at this location will
trigger a filing requirement with the FAA.
,. The max No Extended Study height at this site is 200 AGL, or 1505
AMSL.
•

The max no hazard height at this site is 200 AGL, or 1505 AMSL.

,. The max no marking and lighting height at this site is 200 AGL, or 1505
AMSL.
SITE DATA
Structure Type: Antenna Tower
Coordinates of site:

Lat:
Long:
Datum:

33°25'56.1 0"
79°0'11.86"
NAD83

Site ground elevation:
Total height above the ground of the entire structure (AGL):
Total height above mean sea level (AMSL):

500Kv 64 miles

1305
115
1420

3/11/2019
ASACSafety.com
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AIRPORT/HELIPORT INFORMATION
Nearest public use or Government Use (DOD) facility: Bridgewater Airpark.
This power line will pass to the west of this airport and sections of the line
will trigger a notice requirement to the FAA.

STUDY FINDINGS
FAA FAR Part 77 paragraph 9 (FAR 77.9): (Construction or Alteration requiring
notice.) (These are the imaginary surfaces that the FAA has implemented to
provide general criteria for notification purposes.)
This structure does require notification to the FAA.

FAA FAR Part 77 paragraph 17(FAR 77.17): (Standards for Determining
Obstructions.)(These are the imaginary surfaces that the FAA has
implemented to protect aircraft safety.
If any of these surfaces are
penetrated, the structure may pose a Hazard to Air Navigation.)
This structure does not exceed these surfaces.
FCC Notice Requirements:
(FCC Rules, Part 17)
This structure does not require notification to the FAA or FCC based on these
rules.
FAA EMI:
(The FAA protects certain air navigational aids, radio transmitters, and RADAR
facilities from possible interference.
The distance and direction are
dependent on the type of facility being evaluated. Some of these transmission
and receiver facilities are listed in the National Flight Data Center (NFDC)
database.)
This site would not affect any FAA air navigational aids or transmitters.

500Kv 64 miles

3/11/2019

ASA CSafety. com
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Military Airspace:
(This would include low level visual and instrument routes along with
operations areas and special use airspace.)
This structure will not affect this airspace.

MARKING AND LIGHTING

FAA Advisory Circular 70/7460-1:
Marking and lighting is not required for this structure for a small section.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This site was evaluated in accordance with the requirements specified by the
FAA under Federal Aviation Rules part 77, and found not to be a hazard to air
navigation.
See attached spreadsheet for a item by item notice requirement.
This power line extends a distance of 64 miles and certain sections trigger
notice requirements with the FAA.
Based on the evaluation of the 64 miles, we did not find any significant
impacts to flight safety at the proposed heights.

500Kv 64 miles

3/1112019

ASA CSafety. com

